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ABSTRACT

This report provides radar designers with background information on how the idenlized

free-space radar theory must be modified to take account of reflections from the earth's

surface. It is primariiy ccncerned with problems that arise in designing systems that are

airborne and contains discussions of the following topics: effects of reflections from the

earth on the signal received from an elevated target, implicotions of these effects for

detoction and parameter estimalion, ef;ects of surface roughness, techniques for the re-

duction of clutter, scattering from the ocean, and spherical-earth geometry.
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INFLUENCE OF THE EARTH'S SURFACE ON RADARt

INTRODUCTION

ThE purpose of this report is to provide radar designers with background material on how

the idealized free-space radar thtory must be modifiea to take account of the earth's surface.
This surface constitutes an important component oi the propagation medium and plays a signifi-
cant role in determining the extent to which a given design will prove successful.

For the radar designer, the pretence of the earth's surface has two important implications.
First, due to the convexity of the suriace, for any given height of the radar antenna, a portion

of the space above the earth will lie in shaac.w. Second, due to the reflective properties of the
surface matf.rials, a certain amount of the energy incident on the surface will be reflected and
scattered back into the space above it. Both effects must be evaluated in order to predict a

radar's performance.
Assuming that the earth exists in an atmosphere with a constant index of refraction (e.g.,

free space) so that electromagnetic rays can be drawn as straight lines, one can represent the
problem imposed by the earth's convexity as shown in F!g. 1. When a target is above the horizon

DIRECT ILLUMINATION REGION

RADARS. .HORIZON LINE

R9g.1. Horizon limitation.
S-"•Z.////PJ HA O,/

ýI~EARTHWS SURFACE

line, it will be illuminated directly. When it is below the horizon line, it will be illuminated
only to the extent that diffraction takes place. Thus, if the function of the radar requires good
coverage near the surface of the earth, one must either (1) try to raise the height of the radar
antenna, thus extending the direct illumination region, or (2) try to take advantage of diffraction.
Each of these techhiques for extending low altitude coverage has certain advantages and dis-
advantages, and each imposes strong constraints on the choice of radar parameters. For ex-
ample, to make use of diffraction, one must go to very low frequencies. On the other hand,
elevating the antenna an appreciable amount limits the size of the antenna that can be employed.

tThis report was originally intended for inclusion In a book. It is issued as a Technical Report because the pub-
lication of this book has boen unavoidably delayed. The information an which this report is based was obtained
prior to 1962 and no ottempt has been mode to update it.
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If ene takes into account the variability of the index of refrac' ion, then ai third posbibiic'.% ari'su!ý

(3) one c-nan't-m-pt to e'ntend the by:,ý ciiit ude coverage by making use o'f atmospheric berid.,ig

an-I ic~at ~ering Th:s again implies st rong limitations on the cho.t v of ra(,a r par arni1ers Inas -

maJ(h a,3 oee must choose paramreters) for, which there is stiffi( i-rnt bendin II aid s4 ia't tt :!Ig In

general, which 3r~ these techniques will 1-.( most useful will dupend on IIhe spec i fr tunt tlion for

whiol! 'he radar' is being designed In this report, it will bt' assumed 01h11 III 11 rawr 's fun;'-ion

ir, to detect and track a'r craft at the greates..t possible clist ances, and thiat tw"i ;III' (i a ft may bt'

flying at low al; tezdes as well as high ones lPor this furirtion, thle S.Au1 ion %%111( 1h has been found

miost su~ccossful is that of elevating the antenna, and it is this type v f I ada r toward Muh ch the

present disz-ussion. will be orie-n~te' More spec'ific ally, the dirsc'ussion will Inv l imitedi t or

s itdr&;.tiorr. which 4ris _-in designing an airborne early -wa cning ien(] ont rol r'adar-. ~andcIo Iheiom -

ena which o( cur inside the dir,-vt -illumninatiton region. Onil.- those problems " ill hi, ( eiiiit~i(r oetI

which involve energy transmitted by the radar itself (aL. opposed to ener-gy t'ansmilitted hN' cart side

sourct's), and speý,'ial cons:dvrat moa wil! tie given IL 'fihe case in %%hi( h thc r'ada r anid target are

operating over water as orposed to land. 1t w.11 also he assumned that atmosphi'iic uonrfition!;

are such thiat the bending of the vc-l.c-tromagnetic: r'ays due to variations in the index of refr'a tion

can be rec(tified by using an equ-valent earth'i& radius.

W-thir the direct illtuinivat ion region, the most impor'tant phenomenion to be i'onsi.it red in

connect ion with the, earth's. surs-i-e is that of scattering.1 For many vart h sUII.a daemat erals and)

many frequernri's, only a sma.,l portion of the Incident enrergy will be absorbe'J arid most of it

will hi' scattered back into INt spave above the earth. It is the existent v of this sc atlter'ed ene'rgy

that has caused the direct -illumination re'gionl to be referred to as 'he " interferenice region "InI

generai. at any given paint on the earth's surface. this scallue'rd energy will propagate in all

directions. htw only directions of importance to thv radar', however, art' the direction toward

the targt! (the "forward-sc'attered energy") and the direct ion back to the' radar' antenna (the "Ihack-

scattered etpergy," or "clatter"'). A schematic illustration of the forward- and backscattered en-

ergy is shnwr. in Fig. Z. As far -is obtaining information on the aircraft target is concerned,

whereas the forward -scattered energy is in many ways an advantage for the radar. the back-

scatterei encegy, being a i'orm of interfei ence, is inherently a disadvantage. The relat .ve

amounts of ene' gy scattered backward and forward will depend upon the detailed structure of the

region over' which the 'adar is operating, the parameters of the radar system. awl the geome~try.

Assuming ttat the suri'ace is perfectly smooth, one finds that the effect of the surface on the

target sivnal is to creaxe four poss~ble round-trip paths over whirh the energy can travel from

radar' to target arrc; back to the radar. rhese four paths are illustrated in Fig. 3. .Making cise

of images (and assuminig for- simplicity that ihe earth is r'lat), one c-an ;Wr~rriet these four com-

pone'nt targe't eignals and 91k' smooth-earth clutmer signal as shown in Fig 4. Ac'cording to this

interpr('tz-tion. the' si~uatior is similar jo one in which th,-reý are two targets and two sources in

free space witl. h; l~ argets and sources constituting slaved pairs and with no sc'atti-ring between

targets. As the sur'face befcomres rougher. the imagrez lend to spread out.

For certain purposes, the roles of the forward- and bac'.scalfered energy in modifying the

''Osignal c'an be'st be visualized1 in terms of the Zilt&'r conc'ept L~etting X(w,) and Y(wi be

thet complex spevtra of~ the transmitted and rectived signals. and assuming that the system con-

sisiing of the radar antenna and surrounding space can be regarded as a fixed linear' filter with

at ransfer funict ion S1'M, one can relale '(wc) to, X~w) by the' equation Y'ha) - SM~ X(M, (see Fig. 5).

tThmuvtout this mrpoct, the word "scattering" will 6a nod to refer to oll *rsegy which is not absorbed.

3
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Letting F(,o) bhe the space filter under the assumption that there is no earsh preierut. and C(w)

the space filter under the assumption that t0 ere is no target present, one can write S(w) .

F(w) E(w) + C~w), wher-e E(w) is the earth-modification factor for th, target signal,. In this

langamge, the introduction of the earth into the radar problem is equivalent to the filter trans-

fornmation F(w) "- F(w) E(Q) + C(w), and the task of describing the influence of thUe earth on the

rece-,ed signal Ytw) is equivalent to the task of describing the functions E(w) and Q(wo,.

The discussion -n this report will be divided into four main sections: 1. Inf,'•ence of a

Em•,cth Earth; II. General Remarks on Influence of a Rough Earth; III. Scaitv r-nk, From (he

Ocean: and IV. Spherical-Earth Forr,-ulas. The main task in Sec. 1 will b-• to --how how the

free-sp•.ce radar equation must be modified to take irio account the pres -)nc. f the earth's sur-

face undcr the idealized assumption of specwLr reflection, arid to point out some of the imph-

cations of this modification for various radar furctions such as detection and height-firding.

Inasmuch as the interference caused by the clutter signal in the smooth-earth casc has no im-

portpnce for the airborne early-warning protiem (the source of the clutter signal being confined

to the "poicular point directly beneath the radar), the discussion in Sec. I will be devoted ex-

clusively to the target signal. Ir Sec. II, the assumption that the eart.h is smooth will be elirm-

mhated, and the effects of surface roughness :n the radar-des'gn problem will be considerec

without reference to the particular scattering characteristics of the rough surface. In Sec. III,

the rough surface will be spcz:ialize6 to that of the ocean ano a detailed description will be given

of the scattering results for this surface. In both Secs. II and II, atention will be focused on

the problem of backscattering, the modifications of the forward-scattered energy being consid-

ered only vwry briefly Finally, Eec. IV will contain a list of formulas relating the various

geometric variables whooe values are needed in order to paeaict a radar's performance once

the physical parameters of the situation have been adequately determined.

I. INFLUENCE OF A SMOOTH EARTH

As already stated, if it is assumed that the earth's surface is a smooth, homogeneous

sphere, the total returned signal from an elevated target will consist of the sum of four com-

ponent signals (DD, It, DI, ID), each of which corresponds to a particular round-trip path from

radar to target and back to the radar again. This signal will depend upon (a) the transmitted

signal, (b) the radar antenna pattern, (c) the target cross-section pattern, (d) the reflective

properties of the surface, and (e) the relative locations. orientations, and motions of the anten,'a,

target, and earth.

A. Vertical-Plane Coordinates

If the orientations of the antenna and target are held constant with respect to some fixed,

arbitrary reference system, and the locations of the antenna and target are constra;ned to a

fixed vertical plane, all the geo'netric variables entering into the equation for the received sig-

nal will be determLned by the locations of the antenna and target within this vertical plane.

Ordinarily, in order to specify these locatiorn,, one would need to use f ir coordinate:a -- two

for the antenna and two for the target. However, since it has been assumed that the earlh's

surface is a smooth, homogeneous sphere, the returned signal will be independent of the par-

ticular portion of the surface over which the radar is operating and will thus be determined by

only three cocirdinates. Four vertical-plane coord.nate systems which are of ireqaent use

5



(see Fig. 6) are (h, H, d), (h, H, R), (n, y, R), and (h, A, R), where h = radar height, H = target

height, d = ground distance between radar and target, R =length nf Al "-af f.t•kh angle be•-

tween dzrcct path and horizontal at radar, and A = pathlength difference between direct and in-

dii-fei paihs. Whereas the first of these systenis is the most natural one from the vantage point

of the earth's surface, the third and fourth are the most natural from the vantage point of the

radar: all the variables h, y, L, and R can be measured directly in terms of the signa) re-

turned from the target.

H Fig. 6. Vertical-plane coordinoaes.

Assuming for purposes of illustration that the earth is flat, one has

R H [d 2 + (H - h) 2 
11/2 A (R2 + 4h)i1/2 - R

-1 Ht-•)_ Hl d2U
"v :sl (A/2)2  h2 - (A/) 2)

Assuming h/d and H/d are small, one obtains the approximations

H ~d 2hit
R

H-h H 6/2 d (2)

1 [ (A/1) 1

Spherical-earth relationships for these vi.riables, as well as other variables, can be found in

Sec. IV.

B. Complex Spherical-Earth Reflection Coefficients

In order to give a quantitative description of the component signals along the paths II. DI.

and ID (see Fig. 3). it is necessary to compute the effect of The reflection process on the am-

plitude and phase of the incident rays. In general. the electromagnetic properties of the air

and earth that need to be evaluated for this computation are ihe permittivity C. the conductivity

a. and the pe..-meabllity ji In the following discussion, it will be assumed that R. C. and a

for the air are the same as for free space, and that p for 'he earth is the same as for free

space.

I Plane Reflection Coefficients

Assume that the incident wave is a plane wave of wavelength Y and that the earth is flat.

For any vector z. let

6
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h(!) - component of i' normal to plane of incidence (the plane
normal to the reflecting surface which contains the in-
cident ray)

v( ') component of i' in plane of incidence

"h Iv( i=] I component of v(i') parallel to reflecting surface

v fv( !I j component of v(E') normal to reflecting surface.

Also, let

complex dielectric constant

Co

face material, C is the value of c for free space, and X is
given in meters and a in mhos/meter

=. unit propagation vector
z grazing angle

E - electric field vector

r- magnetic field vector

r h reflection coefficient for horizontal polarization

rv reflection coefficient for vertical polarization.

Using the subscripts I and 2 to denote the incident and reflected waves, one can illustrate the

cases of horizontal and vertical polarizations as shown in Fig. 7(a-b). Horizontal polarization

is defined by the condition h(E) I., and vertical polarization by v(El) - P." Making use of the

above definitions and assumptions, one can show that the reflected wave will also be a plane

wave of wavelength X and that

h(L 2 ) h 1h() h(H 2 ) - rvh(l•p

v(E-) -v fz X [ij x v(E)"W v(H 2 ) = -rh f ;2 X fit (X v(fHI)]}

sin$ U - - Cos2)/ h()/ E) ; [vn) -h v(-.)I
sina + (, - cos €)i/2 h(E) ; [4(1)0 ii 14v( 10)!

t&sin4 - (t - cos 2 0)1/2 h(ri) 2 [V(Ez;U -T (V(ELz)
C, sin (t. - cosZ )1/2 h(H 1 ) f fv(-E )] h [v(E ) 0

Note that if 9. - -2 is small, then ýVv = v so that v(E2 ) r v v(E ) and v(Hz) = rh v(•1. If

1 &I >> 1 (which is usually the case except for very dry ground), the formulas for r and Fv
-educe to

sin - -/2 - sin J (4)Fh I/ v1' 1/- (4
sin J + t ,,i/Z sin4 4 i

Note also that

lirm rh lim F = when t', <$--0 4 -0v

limr rh :-I and tim r I when 4 >0 (5)

7
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The variations of rh and r with frequency and grazing angle for the case of sea water are shown

in Fig. 8(a-b). For a detailed discussion of there plane reflection coefficients, the reader is re-

ferred to Stratton.
2

Z. Divergence Factor

In the above equations for the reflection coefficients, it is assumed that a plane wave is -

cident on a plane surface. A more realistic assumption for propagation over the eartn is that a

spherical wave is incident on a spherical surface. A second-order "geometrical-optical" approxi-
3

mation has been worked out for this case by van der Pol and Bremmer. They have shown that

the reflection coefficient p for this case can be approximated by

p -- 5,r (6)

where 51, the divergence, is a purely geometric factor which describes the extra divergence of

a beam of rays due to the reflection from a spherical surface. More specifically,

1/2
P = lira (7)

where Q' and Q are the corresponding curved and flat earth cross sections of the reflected

beam (see Fig. 9), and S1 is the solid angle subtended b, Q. Leuting . denote the equivalent

earth's radius, one notes that

0.< !iY i for allh, H. 0.a

P -I as o- or h- 0 or H- 0

- 0 as - 0 (8)

Unless t is quite small, for most practical purposes, T' can be approximated by unity. Ex-

plicit formulas for computing P can be found in Sec. IV.

PERIMETER OF 0'

RAA PERMEER f
.• -'." TANGENIT PLANE

EARTH1 S$URFACE[

Fig. 9. Diverence foctar.
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C. Deccription of Received Signal in Frequency Domain

Assume for simplicity that (t) the transmitting and receiving antennas are identical; (2) the

pollarizuaion of the antenna is pure-horizontal or pure-vertical; (3) the antenna and target are
motionle-ss; (4) the hypothesis oi the reciprocity theorem is satisfied.t Let

t = time
w = angilar frequency
c = velocity of light

I = direct path D or indirect path I

g(f) -complex amplitude gain of antenna evaluated along f
8s(11, Id complex scattering length of target evaluated for incident wave

along I( and reflected wave along f. (the target cross-section
a is related to s bya -= 4*Is 12)

X complex coefficient of exp(iwt) on transmission

Y complex coefficient of exp(iwt) on reception

YF = free-space component of Y (i.e., component of Y
resulting from path DD)

F = YF/X = free-space factor

E = Y/YF = earth-modification factor.
"The quantities g, s, X, Y, YF' F, E, and p are all functions of the frequency w. and all but X

are also functions of the geometry. In order to simplify the notation, these dependencies will be

2 made explicit only where necessary. Assume also that (5) s(D0 D) s(l, I) = sz(D, I). [This assump-

"tion will be sure to be satisfied provided the angle between D and I at the target is small with
respect to the angular variations in the target scattering length, for then, approximately, s(I, I)

s(D, D) = s(D, I). I
Applying assumptions (1) through (5) (and assuming a refert-,ce impedance level of one ohm

so that the power is given by the square of the ,mplitude of the voltage), one can show that

Y = XFE = YFE (9)

where

F =-- exp(- • E = (I + K exp(- --w--_.

and Z and F. are defined by
Z R S g(1) s(D, D)K= HP M lD )

-g2 (D) s(DD)a) g() s(.D)

The term K exp(-iw&/,:) occurring in E is nothing more than the ratio of the complex signals
corresponding to the paths I and D. The DD component YF of Y is obtained from the term 1
in E, the II component from the term fK exp(-iwA/c)j2, and the DI and ID components (which

are equal) from the term 2K exp(-icA/c). When E = I (i.e., K = 0), Y reduces to the free-
space equation Y = YF" The precise role of each of the assumptions (1) through (5) in obtaining

the above equation will become apparent in Sec. 1-I where this equation will be generalized.
Writing any complex number z as I z I exp (ivz) and defining q by q = oK - IA/c, one finds

that the quantities I Y 12 and w are given by

tMor a discvson of the reciprocity theorem, me, for example, Schelkunoff and Friis.4

to



i•1 = :-A 1 Ir1 Ir-LI( 0

where

F12 = -ziE. IEI1 (1 + IKI1 4 IKI cosql

and

0 Y = OX ' OF ' O'L (I)U

where

= ZwR ( tan I( 1K! sinq
F Z R ctE I + iKI cosq

Assume now that the physical properties of the antenna. target, and earth, and the orienta-

tions of the antenna and target. are held fixed, and that the locations of the antenna and target

are constrained to a fixed vertical plane. With this assumption, all the quantities entering into

the equation for Y can be regarded as functions of h, R, A, and w. If h, R, and A are held

fixed and w is allowed to vary, the above equations constitute a description of the frequency

spectrum of the received signal for the given h, H, and A. Equation (9) gives the complex

spectrum Y(w), Eq.(10) gives the energy spectrum IY(,)I7. and Eq.(11) gives the phase spec-

trum wy(w). If wo is held fixed and h. R, and A are allowed to vary. the above equations con-

stitute a description of how the received signal depends upon the positions of the antenna and

target within the vertical plane for the given w.

Assume in addition that attention is confined to a region of (h . A, x) space in which

I K(h, R, A, w) I varies slowly in comparison to cos [q(h, R,A, w)]. Within this region, the earth-

modification factor E will be locally periodic in q of period 2 r. Graphs of I E(q) 2 and wE(q)

for -r.<, q < r and various fixed values of I KI are shown in Fig. 10(a-b). It is easy to show that

max IE(q)1l= (I 4 IKJ) 4  occurs at q Zn*

min IE(q)1 1 (1 - IKI)4 occurs at q (2n 4 1) r

ave I 1"(q)z 1 1 + IK14 + 4 IK12

1E(q)I 1 1 and OE(q) m 0 when IKJ I 0

2 4
IE(q)1z - 16 cos (q/2) and VE(q) = q when 1KI I

I1-.(q)l12  !K1 4  and oL(q) - Zq when IK! -K 1 .12)

If attention is further confined to a region of (h. R. A. w) space in which 0K(h, R. A, w) is slowly

varying in comparison to ),A/c. then q. and therefore E. will be locally symmetric in W and

A. This :Implies that w and A play dual roles in the modification of the free-space signal im-

posed by the presence of the earth. (They do not, of course, play dual roles in the total re-
ceived signal Y since.- they do not occur symmetrically in Y Letting A remain fixed. E is

periodic in w of period Zrc/A with a phase determined by 0,K(A). Letting w remain fixed, E

is periodic in A of period Z-c/lw with a phase determined by K(WO). This duality between W,

and A will be referred to again below.

11
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1C , 1c 1. Irw. 4

One important case in which K is approximately constant over a sizeable region of (h, R. A, w)

space, and the equation for E becomes particularly simple, is that in which (11 the polarization

is horizontal, (2) the reflecting surface consists of sea water, and (3) the antenna and target both

have broad vertical patterns. In this case, for a fairly large region of (h, I, A. w) space, one

has, approximately, p 1-, R/(R + A) = 1, g(1)/g(D) = 1, and s(D, I)/s(D, D) = 1. Thus K = -I

and

E = [i -exp(- i_ )Jz

JE 2 = 16 sin4 (-W-) AE (13)

D. Description of Received Signal in Time Domain

Let x(t), y(t), and yf(t) be the time-domain counterparts of X(w), Y(w), and YF(G); 3(t),

Y(t), and yf(t) be the complex representations of x(t), y(t), and yf(t); i(t), Y(t), and Yf(t) be the

complex modulations of x(t), y(t), and yf(t) around wo. Thus.

y(t) = - Y(M) expl(iwt) dw

•(t) go•' Y(W) exp [i(•o - Wolt I dw

(t - exp(iwot)

y(t) 2 Re [Y(t)I - 2 IY(t)I coSo a.ot + (P- (t0 (14)

y

and similarly for x(t) and yf(t). Assume n( v that Z(w)/w and K(M) are constant across the fre-

quency span of X(w). Writing these constants as Z/W° and K, and making use of Eqs. (9) and

(14), one obtains

Z M + KR+KZ t - ZR -a) +ZK (t - ZR
0oR 2 c c c

•(t =Z exp( !ij..R) 15Z(t_ R) + Z(t -R 2exp(.io)
y -R c c c C0

+ 2K Z(t - ZRc eA ( (15
c c '1 exp - .(15)

The equivalent free-space equations [i.e.. the equations for Vf(t) and Yf(t)I can be obtained from

these equations by setting K = 0. If A is sufficiently small to allow one to ignore its effect on

the modulation function i(t) [i.e., exp( -iwA/c) is constant across the frequency span of X(w)],

then the equation for Y(t) can be simplified to

R()- (t - ý-) F(wo (w ) (',16) •
c o o
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The complex time-domain equivalents of the equations Y(w) = Y.fw) El ,1 and Y.(W-) =r

X(w) F(w) of Sec. I-C are given by the convolution products

Y (t) = Yf(t) • F(t) Yf(t) = 340 • (TO) (17)

where f(t) and e(t) are the complex representations of the inverse tranaforms of F(W) and E(W).

Insofar as their effects on ý(t) and yf(t) are concerned, f(t) and i(t) can be approximated by

Tit) z 6(t-ZR

SoR
0

i(t) 8(t)+ K 6(t- +2K6t -"+ (18t

where 8(t) is the Dirac function.

Letting A (T) and A (T) denote the complex autocorrelation functions

A ('r) R *(t) R(t + r) dt = - IX(w)12 exp(iwT) dw

21? 0
AylT) = * ('t) Ylt + T) dt = Ylw) 17 exp (iW T) dw (1t9)

6 one can show that

A- - z + + 41K 12 )A 4(r) + K 2 A(T. IT + - +K' A (T + cA)y (T ( 1 c -c-W o

+ 2K(I + JK12) A•(r -) ( ZK*(l + 1K12) A.(T + A (20)

The autocorrelation function A_(') is the complex time-domain representation of the output of a
y

filter which is matched to the earth-modified input signal. The autocorrelation functions Ay ()

and A.(T) [defined in a manner similar to AY(T)) are related to AY(T) by the formulas

A (T) z A.Ir) exp(iwor') Ay(T) -- 2 Re [AY(T)] . (21)

E. Relations Between Free-Space Signal and Earth-Modification Factor

Let P3 denote the bandwidth of YF(w) and T the duration of yf(t). To the extent that the tar-

get is a simple point target (i.e., the impulse response of the target is an impulse), P and T

will. in most practical systems, be determined primarily by the transmitted signal X. Assum-

ing that K(w) is slowly varying across 0. one sees that E(co) will be locally periodic in w of

period 2wc/A and the number of cycles in 0 will be 3A/w2.C. In the event that 4/2wc << i, E(w)

will be approximately constant across Y(W and the effect of the earth will be merely to multiply
YiF,(w) by a constant. If A/2wrc >> 1. then E(w) will go through many cycles within /3 and the

effect of the earth will be to change the shape of YF(W). If YF(w) is such that OT 2z; [e.g., yf(t)

is a simple pulsed sinusoid1. tht. condition i1,A/27c >> I is also sufficient to ensure that E(w) will

be varying much more quickly than YF(w) within 0. If. on the other hand. PT >> 2r and YF 0w)

contains fine structure within 0 [e.g., yf(t) is a pulse traini, then in order to ensure this result

M



one miust impose the more stringent condition (ZU/T) A/Zic = A/Tc >> i. Schematic illustra-
tions of the two extreme cases i/Zwic << and A/'Tc > i are shown in Fig. ii(a-b). 1A precise
picture of a single cycle of E(w) has already been presented in Fig. 10.j A slight change in A.
i.e., a change of the order of ,/z = tc/co, will have the effect of shifting the phase of the EMw)

mrdulation with respect to YF(w). Whereas in the A/Tc >> I case, such a phase change will be

relatively unimportant, in the 3A/Zc << I case, it may be extremely important. For example,

if I VI is close to unity and A is such that YF(w) is centered on a minimum of E(w) (often re-
ferred to as a "null"), then Y(w) will be approxlmate'y zero. Inasmuch as A - 0 as the target

approaches the horizon, the case pA/Zic << I will always be important if the radar is required

tn pro-ide coverage at low altitudes. Inasmuch as the maximnin value of A is 2h, whether or

not the case A/Tc >> I can occur will depend on the parameter Zh/Tc.

The above remarks on the relation of the free-sppace signal to the earth-modification factor

have all been stated in the frequency domair. Corresponding remarks may be made in the time

domain t (the conjugate of w) and in the pathlength-difference domain A (the dual of w). In the
tirne domain, yft) will, in general, have five different sections corresponding to five different

intermas on the time axis. Assuming fur simplicity that yf(t) has a rectangular envelope, one
can illustrate these sections for the two extreme cases A/Tc << I and A/Tc >> I as shown in

Fig. IZ(a-b). Whether or not there will be any overlapping between the pulses corresponding to
the paths DD, 11. and (DX, ID) depends on whether A/Tc > I or A/Tc < I. (If I < A/Tc < 2, then

only two of the three puls-2s will overlap at any one time. If &/Tc < I, then all three will over-

lap.) The value of the envelope of y(t) in the overlapping sections will depend upon the frequency

and phzae of the carrier. If PA/2%c << I, then y(t) will consist almost entirely of the result of
three overlapping pulses and the envelope will be constant during this overlap, its value depl -l-

ing upon the precise value of A. If A/T) >> i, then the pulses will be widely separated and the

precise value of A will be unimportant- If PT >> Z and conditions are such that 3A/Zirc >> I
and L/Tc << I simultaneously, then the pulses will be strongly overlapping and the envelope will

be modulated in the overlapping section.

I 

_ 
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(a)0 T A A2 ,A 2A +1""T TT T
Cb)

F9g. H•. Relation of :YF~u), 2 olE~u)12 Fig. 12. Five sections of y(t): (o) A/Tc << 1,
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Turning attention to the dual domain A, assume now that h, R, and w are held fixec ;.nd

consider the relation between the functions YF(A) and E(A). The dual of the bandwidth p of

YF(w) is the width 6' of YF(A), and the dual of the time duration T of yf(t) is the width T' of
the Fourier transform of YF(A). Inasmuch as YF depends on A only through the product g 2s,

2
if s is assumed independent of A across the width of g (A), then 0 ' gives the A-width of the

square of the antenna function. Similarly, if g - is assumed independent of 6 across the width

of s(A), then B' gives the A-width of the reflectivity pattern of the target. The dual of the as-

sumption that K(w) is slowly varying across Pi is the assumption that K(A) is slowly varying

across 0', and the duals of the parameters 3A/2rc and A/Tc are the parameters $'w/Zr,. and
w!/T'c. The parameter O'w/2wc gives the number of cycles of E(A) in 03', and the parameter

w/T'c determines the relation between the period of E(A) and the fine structure in YF(A).
Assume now for simplicity that the earth is flat and that h/H and H/R are sufficiently small

to approximate A by A = 2hy (see Sec. I-A). Ignoring the factor Zh, one then observes that (i)

YF(A) c g2 (A) s(A) can be interpreted as the complex two-way antenna pattern of a hypothetical

antenna; (2) 0' equals the angular beamwidth of this pattern; (3) the variable conjugate to A

(the dual of t) is the distance along the aperture of this antenna; (4) the Fourier transform of
YF(A) [the dual of yf(t)j is the current distribution along this aperture; (5) T, is the maximum

extent of this aperture. Schematic illustrations of the two extreme cases 3'w/Zrc << I and

w/T'c >> I can be obtained from Fig. ii by merely replacing A, w, 0 and T by w, A, f3' and T',

respectively. The case 0'w/2rc << I corresponds to a situation in which the antenna gain pattern

or the target reflectivity pattern is highly directional compared to the E(A) modulation, and the

case w/T'c >> I corresponds to a situation in which both of these patterns are broad and smooth

compared to the E(A) modulation.

Although, in general, the existence ofthis duality between w and L in E canbe very useful,

.ri actually applying this duality to concrete problems. it should be remembered that w and A
", Ias duals in E only to the extent that they occur as duals in K. In the above discussion, this

uu,•iity in K has been ensured by assuming that K is slowly varying over the relevant regions of

w and A. In a particular application, however, the assumption that K is slowly varying in w may

be valid, whereas the assumption that K is slowly varying in A may not be valid, and conversely.

F. Modifications in Received Signal Due to Motion of Antenna and/or Target

In the above discussion, it was assumed that the antenna and target were stationary. Atten-

tion will now be given to some of the effects introduced by relaxing this assumption. Assume first

that (i) the orientations of the antenna and target are fixed; (2) the translational velocities of the

antenna and target are small; (3) A is small. [A more precise statement of assumptions (2) and

(3) will be given in Sec. I-I.] Let

R(t) = R + cR't , where R' = dR/di
c

A(t) = A + cA't , where A' = d&/dt
c

Y(w, t) = component of received signal corresponding
to transmitted component X(w) exp(iwt)

F (w. 0t) = free-space component of Y(w, t)

F(W. t) = Y F(w. t)/X(w) = free-space factor

E!(W, t) = Y(w, t)/XF(w, t) = earth-modification factor.
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It can then be shown (see Sec. 1-I) that

•(w, t) -"X(W) -F(w. t) L(w, t) = Y F(U. ) E(W, t0

where

=Z(W) R_- Za-t expfiiw [(I - ZR') t - (1 - ') -2-11

R(w, t) = + K(Mo) exp[-i (i't +
C

One sees that ZwR' is the Doppl'." shift along DD, Zw(k(' + A') is the Doppler shift along HI.

and w(ZR' + A') is the Doppler shift along DI and ID. The term u' is the Dloppler beat between

D and 1.

Assuming that the Doppler shifts can be ignored in the evaluauion of Z(G)/e and K(X). one

finds that the complex spectrum corresponding to Y(w. t) :s given by

Y() = Z()) f X( . exp[-iw (I - R'
wR I-2RI R

+ KZ(W) X( exp[--iW (I - R') (ZR/'c) + ZA,/c

Iw X - 2R' -ZA~~epi I - ZR' - 2A'

+ 2K(w) X(-2'- ) exp [- iw (I -') R •(ZR/c) + A/c (23)

ZR', 1 -' 1-ZR - A' } 23

The first term in this equation represents the signal due to DD [i.e.. the free-space signal YI)(.)J.

the second the signal due to II, and the third the signal due to DI and ID. As in the static case.

Y(w) can be factored into the products Y(M) = X(w) F(o,) '(U) = YF(,(w) E(w) by merely defining the

free-space factor F and the earth-modification factor E by the ratios F Y F,/X and E' = Y/Y-"

A o DDo1 
I D0A' o11€2 'A JON- A/l

(oa•

01.1

WOWN

.•- .,,.->'•--..-.,,-

0&o(I+'A')

(b)

Fig. 13. Effects of translation. Rekotions among the energy spectra for components

DD, DI, ID, and Ih: (a) uoA'/P >> 1, (b) uA'T/2w << 1.

Letting w0 denote the zenter frequency of YF(,). one can illus:rate tl. two extreme cases

W A'/P >> I and u, ,o'/(Zt,'T) = AT/Zir << I as shown in I"ig. 13(a-b). \Whcn Ao -,,//I 1, the

signals along the three paths DD, II, and (M)!, ID) wiil ov separated in frequency and the energy

spectrum will be given by
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iY(w)!2  I(--Z(W)-.f[ 4 IK(w) i4 IX( 2  R

When w 0'T/Z# < 1. the Doppler beat 4 A' will be small even with respect to the fine structure

in YF(w ) and can be ignored. in this case, letting q(w) = K(w) - wA/c(i - ZR'), one obtains

Y(M) YF(w,) E(w) (25)

where

V F(Wi Z(M) XiZ expf-iw (I -iR') ZR(R c)]

E(w) = (I + K(cw) exp(-iwo A )c 2

and

I Y(W) I' = IYF (w) Iz I E(w) 12 (26)

where

iy ,(,,lz Izj. ixc( •z 21

1 E(w) I [I + I !Kw)12 I cosq( o)}

In this case, the effect of the earth on the free-space equation is identical to the . atic zase ex-

cept for the factor I - ZR' occurring in the function expf-iw(A/c)/(t - ZR')J. Thus, the pre-

vious discussion of E applies without change except for the contraction factor I - ZR'. In many

cases, the effect of this coniraction factor on E can be ignored. Assuming that Z(w)/w and

K(M) are constant across X(c) (and approximating I - ZR' by i in the amplitude), one finds that

the equation for the complex time function Y(t) corresponding to Eq. (23) for Y(W) is given by

y(t) = -- Z-Z {[0 ( -ZR') t-(I -R') ]+ K K ([ -ZR' -Z A') t-(i -R') R -

S0. ... Z c A

+ 2K3 [(I -2R' -A') t--(I -- R') 2- -- 1 (27)
C c

Relaxing the stationarity assumptions still further, assume now that .he antenna is scanning

and/or the orientation of the target is changing. If these motions are slow with respec!t o the

round-trip time Z(R + A)/c for II. the complex iime function y(t) will be given by the same for-

mula as that shown in Eq. (27) except that K = K(wo) and Z = ZGo0 ) must now be replaced by

K = K(w 0 , t) and Z(w 0 . t) in order to account for the tir.me variations in ihe antenna factors g(D, wo)

and g(I, wo) and the target factors s(D, D, w 0) and s(D, Iw 0). The corresponding spectrum Y(w)

can then be obtained from Eq. (23) by replacing Z(w) and K(M) by the Fourier transforms of

Z(0 0t) and K(w 0 . t), and by replacing the multiplications of X(M), Z(w), and K((o) by convolutions.
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G. Total Received Energy and Energy Coverage Diagram

"The energy ii(Y) in tne received signal Y is given by

SZ y t)dt z A (0)7(Y) - _ Y .

IY(w)1I dw = 5? IY(t)12 dt : ZA (0) (28)

Although, in general, actually computing fl(Y) will be a rather complicated task. there are a

number of important special cases in which this computation is particularly simple and the re-

sults are both practically significant and intutively revealing. The formulas for .M(Y) in these

special cases are given by

S1Y M Myj) l;(q) 12 = 1 (V%, ') (I + IK~2 1 Z!KI cosq)?

P(Y) = (YF) ave iE(q)j2 z fQ(YF) (1 + IK14 + 41K 1) (29)

where q - K - uJA/c(" - 2H') and I E(q);?2 has been described in detail in Sec. I-C. In both of

these equations, it is assumed that K(w) is constant across I The first of these equations is

valid provided that both of the following conditions art, satisfied: (1) the Doppler beat ,; A' can

be ignored (i.e., w 0o-'T/2r << 1): (2) M(w) is constant across d? (i.e., A2,r << 1). The second
of these equations is valid provided either one of the fcllowing conditions is satisfied: (3) the

l)oppler beat wr A' is large (i.e.. ,,, A',/4 >> 1); (4) E(,) varies much more quickly than YFM

across j3 (i.e.. A/'rc >> i). The second equation can also be interpreted as giving the average

energy in Y for a situation in which conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied and in which the A.-

coordinate of the target is defined probabilistically with all X's within a given cycle of E having

the same probability

If all the parameters in Ml(Y) are held constant except the location of the target, the locus

of points which satisfy the equation R(Y) = C (C a cons.ant) defines a surface in space referred

to as a coverage contour. By definition. this surface has the pro.,erty that whenever a target

with the specified cross section is located at any point on this surface, the returned energy will

ibe equial to the constant C'. Although these contours contain no new information and are merely

transformations of the energy equation from which they are derived, insofar as the radar's per-

formance is a function of the received energy. they are useful in helping one to visualize the

regions of space in which a specifieu performance can be expected to occur. An illustration of

the, effect of the earth on a vertical slice of this contour is shown in Fig. 14(a-b). The curves in

lFig. 14 have been computed assuming that (1) the antenna and target are isotropic (i.e., Igj and

Isi are independent of angle); (2) the e'irth is flat; (3) r - -1; (4) 2src/,, 0 (1 - 2R') = X = 10cm;

(5) h 15.000ft; (6) R(Y)/fl(YF) R 4 -10 (R measured in nautical miles). The total numb-,- of

lobes on one side of the antenna is given by (mnaxA)/X 7 2h/' and. assuming that (h + EI)/d is

small, the angular spacing between the lobes is given by X/2h. The amplitude of the lobing

modulation in this figure is given by I I - H/(11 + A) - Id2 + (h - 11)Z 1, 2'Id 2 + (h + ti2,l/2 and

the phase of the modulation is given by oK w jr. The modulation in the received signal caused by

the target's moving through these lobes is exactly the same modulation as that which has been

described previously in terms of the Doppler beat w A'.
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the earth's effect on the coverage diagram: (a) detaiis of iobe
structure (only f ive bottom lobei shown), (b) floci of lobe maxima, minima, and average.

H. Implications for Detection and Parameter Estimation

In previous sections. an analysis has been given of how the signal received fromn a target

is modified by the presence of a perfectly smooth, homogen~eous earth . Tini this section, a few

remarks will be made on the implications of this ana~ysis for the tasks of detection and param-

eter estimation. In discussing these tasks, it wili be assumed that the tar-get is a point target

and reference will be made to two types of signal-processing systems: one matched to the free-
A A

space signal Y,*. (denoted Y F.) arid one matched to the earth-modified signal Y (denoted Y). In

general, whereas the receiver in Y will consist of a filtfcr bank of two dimensions, one for
F A

range and one for IDoppler, the filter barnk in Y must have additional dimensions in order to

account for the factors K and A, as well as the Doppler beat w A'. The application of 9 to
A A A 0 F

YFand to Y. and of Y to Y. will be denoted by Y F ' Y 'Y Y, and Y -Y, respectively.

The extent of the mismatch Y1 F V. and whether or not the deterioration in performance re-

sulting from this mismatch will outweigh the additional ccmrpiexities involved in the construction

of Y, will depend on !he specific situation. In lhe event tha! i3L/2rc << I and W A'T/2s «< 1,
A A 0

thetwosysemsY aa YF difr only by a complex constant. inasmuch as the over-all ampli-
tiwde and phase are seldcn- matched by the rec,-i-ver in practive anyway, this difference is a

A
trivial one. It. on the other hand. etther flA//ir >> 'I or w. XT/2r »> I so that Y. resolves 111e

A 0F
components of Y, and Yf F V gives the appearance of three distinct targets (#A/22c »> I implies

the components will be rerolved in range and w 0 'T/2v >> Iimplies the components will be re-

solved in frequency). l:ien the m-isriatch can be quite significant One can, of course. attempt to

operate further on. Y. Y by ma king use of one's a priori knowledge about the effects or the

earth, but these further operations (whether thioy are automazed or take place in the human brain)
AA A

constitute nothing More tha'n an alttempt to exlc-nd Y to Y and to construct Y - .
F A A

In the event that #A/2rc << 1 and w 0&'TIZr << 1 fin which case Y and Y. are essentiallv

the same), the change in detection performance caused by the earth's presence will be deter-

mined by the energy ratio 12/W ki. 12 + jlRz i 21KI cosq) z. If the indirect ray is

9F
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much weaker than the direct ray so that one can make the approximation K = 0, then this ratio

... ae ......... ,,j ,,, a•ll q, I Uher...irec. ray is of sufficient strength compared to

tha dlrec', ray to make IKI > 2 (e.g., the antenna gain ks greater along I), then this ratio will be

greatee .h- .-a unity and the detection performance will be improved for all vwiues of q. If 0 <

IK! < 2, then whether or not this ratio is greater than unity will depend on q. In this latter

case ..... hefiitr oae not the average detection performance will be improved will depend upon the

distribut.,ro of values of q (either probabilistic or time varying), and upon which portion of the

probebilit.y-of-det --'u (Pd) -vs-s ignal-to-..oise-ratio (S/N) curve is being used. If the values

of - car h abesued to occur uniformly so that ave IE12 = i + IK14 + 41K12 , and the S/N ratios

ýo"r these valueR occur Ln a region of the Pd(SIN) curve where the curvature is non-negative so

that. ave Pd(S/N) ; PI (ave S/N), then the average detection performance will be improved for all

values of I Kj > 0. if, on the other hand, either the target tries to hide in a null of the lobe pat-

tern by flying a path of appropriate A, or the S/N ratios occur in a region where the curvature

o, P d(SIN) is negative so that ave Pd(S/N) < Pd(ave S/N), then the detection performance may

deteriorate. (Note that in the case of horizontal polarization and a surface consisting of smooth

sea water, the target can remain in a null by merely flying close to the surface.) Inasmuch as

most Pd(S/N) curves have positive curvature at low S/N ratios and negative curvature at high

S/N ratio3, the c-rn~dition ave Pd(S/N) ; Pd(ave S/N) is likely to be relevant to early warn.,,g and

the condition ave Pd(SIN) <P d(ave S/N) to high quality tracking. In order to defend against this

possible deterioration in detection performance, one can make use of one or more of the follow-

ing devices: (I) a high center frequency (which reduces the size of all the nulls and makes it

harder for the target to hide); (Z) a variable cerner frequency (which permits the radar "operator"

to try to track the target in frequency and force it to remain in a maximum); (3) a broad-band

signal (which averages out all but the lowermost lobes); (4) a shift in polarization (which shifts

the phase of the lobe pattern). Which of these techniques will be the most useful will depend

upon the target's tactics and upon the specific function the radar -i intended to fulfill.

In the event that PA/Ztc >> I or w oT/# >> I and the aignals along the three paths DD, II,A 0

and (DI, ID• are resolved by YF' it is clear that the detection performance dp for the three
A A A A A

cases Y Y, YF * Y, and YF " YF will satisfy the inequality dp(Y . Y) >, dp(YF * Y) >, dp(YF * YF)

independent of the values of I KI and w and independent of the cho.c;, of flight path. The relation

dp(Y . Y) > dP(YF , Y) follows from the definition of the matched processing system, and the re-
A A

lation dp(YF ' Y) ! dp(YF * YF) follows from the fact that Y F is a component of Y which is

resolved from the other components. (In order to make precise statements about the detection
A

performance, one must, of course, specify the signal-processing systems YF and Y in detail

and compute probability-of-detection-vs-probabillty-o-f-false-alarm curves.)

In addition to affecting the radar's abili~y to detect a target (i.e., to determine its existence),

the presence of the earth also affects the radar's ability to estimate ,,-rious characteristics of

the target. According to Eq. (23), the parameters that enter into the earth-modified zignal Y
which do not occur in the free-space signal YF (and esimates of which would occur in the out-

A
put of Y) are the parameters A, A', and K. Looking at Eq. (9) for K, one observes that if the

location of the target and the reflective properties o! the surface are known, one can use Y to

estimate the variable s(D, I)/s(D, D) and thereby obtain information ot; the vertical scattering

pattern of the target. In most practical cases, however, this estimate is likely to be extremely

noisy (particularly when a rough reflecting surface is conside'ed). Attention will therefore be,

restricted to the parameters A and A4.
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With the ordinary search radar visualized in free space, the only variables describing the

target's position and velocity within the vertical plane that can be measured with any degree of

accuracy and reliability are the rance R and thp rnngee r-te M'. !n ord.r to determsi--e •i.i..r

coordinates in this plane, one must employ an antenna pattern with a high degree of vertical

resolution (i.e., a high frequency or a large vertical aperture). This constraint has frequently

proven to be sufficiently incompatible with the search function to necessitate the construction of

a completely separate radar (usually referred to as a "height-finder") whose specific function

is to determine these further coordinates. If the earth's surface is taken into account, however,

and the radar's antenna pattern and the reflecting properties of the surface are such that one is

assured of having both a direct ray and an indirect ray, then, as mentioned above, the returned

signal Y can be used not only to estimate R and R', but also A and A'. If the radar's own

altitude h and rate of climb h' are known, R and A are sufficient to determine the target's

position in the vertical plane, and R' and A' are sufficient to determine its velocity vector in

this plane. The basic idea of these techn:ques is to incorporate the earth's surface as part of

the antenna and thereby eliminate the need for an additional radar.
in addition to requiring that both rays be sufficiently strong, the ability to make high quality

measurements of A and A' (like It and R'I) will depend on having a sufficiently large bandwidth

0, a sufficiently long time duration T, and a sufficiently refined data-processing system. In

the event that R/Zh is large and the information on the target's location is required in the co-

ordinates R and H rather than R and A, the measurement of A will have to be entremely

accurate to produce an accurate measurement of H since dtf/dA will then also be large. [For

a flat earth, H = (ZAR + A2 )/4h.] Note also that in order to transform the velocity coordinates

R' and A' to R' and H', one needs to know both A and R, and therefore, in order to produce

R' and fI', one needs not only a long time duration T, but also a large bandwidth P. One

makeshift technique for determining it w-.ich has been used on occasion when 0 has been too

small to measure A directly and some outside intelligence is available on H', is to measure

R, l•', and A'. This technique of estimating If from a measurement of A' is referred to as

"lobe counting." Its weakness, as compared to a direct measurement of A, is its dependence

on outside information concerning If' (information which, under most conditions, must be very

precise) and the long time duration required to measure A'.
So far, it has been assumed that only one target is present. In a realistic environment, tne

number of targets is unknown. In this case, the existence of the earth-reflected ray can lead to

a variety of ambiguities. For example, if three distinct signals are received separated by equal

intervals (either in Doppler or range), these signals can be interpreted as arising ,-ither from a

single target with the three paths DD. II, and (DI, ID) or from three targets, each with only a

single path. Similarly, if six equally spaced signals S1 . . . . . S6 are received, these signals can

be identified with targets T. in the fashion fT (Si, SZ, S3 ), T2  ($4. $5, $ [T 1 = ( S3( $5).

T 2 = (S2 ,S 4,S 6 )J: [T1 = S1 , T2 = (S3 'S 4 , S5 ). T 3 = S6 j; and so forth.

In general, the earth's presence not only introduces new target parameters to be estimated,

but also affects the estimates of the old free-space parameters. In order to make precise state-

ments about the influence of the earth on the radar's parameter-estimation ability, not only must

the processing system be specified in detail, but one must select criteria for evaluating the

estimates.
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I. Gcnerahsed Swtul Eq-ation and Generalzed Approach

to tifeet oi T r-tion -Meiuon
Cat rfac roughness. it is important to note

that the previous discussion is ex-rcmely simp.ified even for an earth which is perfectly smooth.

In thie section, the previous results will be genc:alized in two directions. First, the static equa-

tions of See. i-C will be generallzed by omittOg assumptions (1), (2), and (5) of that section.
Second, a tecbniquak will be presented for incorporating the effects of translations of the antenna

or cf ;i;,- target which car be used to generalize the results of Sec. I-F. In both cases, the re-

sults stated previously will be derived a6 special cases.

1. Generalization of Section I-C

Assume now that assump-tiens (1), (2), and (5) of Sec. I-C are omitted. Let p denote the

polarization h or v and ( the path D or I. Decomposing th. electric vectors along D and I

into the sums of their h and v components, one can write the total received signal as the sum

of sixteen terms, each of which gives the received signal for a particular path-polarization

combination (p,, p2 , fl, 1.) (where "(p,, p2 0 fl. f2)* means "p, component out along f£' and p
2

component back along 1,"]. Denoting the transmitting and receiving antenna functions by gt and

gr. and inserting the polarization arguments into 9t, gr° s, and p (but omitting the argument w),

define

Z(p, P2 , It. gt(P° 1) gr(p2' 2 ) P2 , 1, 12)

p(p,t)= for t =D p(p,1) =p(p) fort =I

L() = length of 1 (30)

Cortinuing to omit the argument w wherever porsible, one then has, as the generalization of

Eq. (9),

Z(P , p t. P2. "") P(p,, "4) p(P. I.) exp -i(w/c) [L(11) + L(f2))

P4, P
2 

in (h. v1 14 t) L(e2 )
lip f 7 in (D. IY

= XFE = YFE t31)

where

F = exp(-Ziw R/c) Z(pl" p2 " D, D)wRZ.

[H2 exp(-2iw&/c) E Z(p1, p, .I1 ) p(p1 ) P(p2 )

E I 1+ pl. P. in (h.v)

(R + AE Z(pl, p
2

. D, D)
pl. P. in (h. v)

R e.xcp(-i2A/c) Z(pV p 2 ,I'V Y P(P 1- P(P 2 ,12)

pl P-,l in, f, h) V)t)p~

+ p2 in (h, v)

(R +) Z(p 1, pD, D)
p 1,p. p2in {h v)

pl, p. in (h. v)
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E nnc.c 'he trasansliting and receiving.antennas are no longer assumed identj;.al, the reciprocity

theorem is no longer applicable and one can no longer equate the signal rpte-i. ... r ha ....

DI with the signal received over the path ID [i.e., Z(pi, p2 ,1 1 , f.) is not necessarily equal to

Z(p2. pl. 1?, ,)1. Also, since reflection from the earth's surface (even when this surfac.e is per-

fectly smooth) will depolarize any wave which is not pure-horizontal or pure-vertical [due to the

"differences between p(h) and p(v)J, the target scattering length s cannot be defined merely in

terms of the polarization of the antenna as was done in Sec. I-C and as is usually done in the

discussion of the free-space case.

If one now restores assumptions (1) and (2) of Sec. I-C, the equation for F becomes the

same as in Sec. I-C and (defining K as in Sec. I-C and dropping the polarization notation) the

equation for E becomes
Ss(l. I) s(D. D) 1K2 exp(2i¢•/c) s(D. i) ]

E I + K exp(-iwA/0c)I 2  1 + (32)
[I f K exp(-i("A/c)j-

The role of assumption (5) in Sec. I-C was to reduce the second factor in this equation to unity.

(Note here the asymmetry in s and g with iespect to the assumptions required for writing E

as the square of I + K exp (-iwA/c). The reason for this asymmetry is that whereas one always

has g 2(I) g2(D) = [g(D) g(I)J , the equality s(I, I) s(D, D) = sZ(D, I) demands a special assumption. 1

2. Algorithm for Generalizing Section I-F

Attention will now be turned to presenting a technique for generalizing the equations of

Sec. I-F describing the effects of antenna or target translations. This technique does not take

account of the effects of the motion on the various reflection processes involved or of the changes

in the angles of orientation, but is merely a nonrelativistic algorithm for taking account of the

time-varying nature of the travel times of the signals.

Ignoring all attenuation and distortion, one can write the received signal for a given trans-

mitted component exp(iwt) and a given path (VI, t) as exp{iwit - T(I1 12; t)f}, where T(t,, t2; t)

is the delay suffered by the signal which travels along (f,. '2) and arrives back at the radar at

time t. Inasmuch as -,t(. 12 t) will not, in general, be linear in t. the effect of r's dependence

on t cannot be described merely in terms of a Doppler shift of w. Also, one cannot expect

7(1 V2: t) to be symmetric in t, and t2 [since the path (D, I) will be geometrically distinct from

the path (I. D)J. or 7(t1 ,1 2 ; t) to be a function merely of the relative motions of the antenna and

target along D and I (since there are three bodies involved rather than only two). In order to

compute T(1V IZ; t), consider a single photon that travels over the path (1tV 12) and arrives back

at the radar at time t. and let

t = time at which photon is transmitted

t = time at which photon hits target

A((;tlt) = t - to = time it takes photon to go out along (i as a function
o? the time at which it hits the target

B(I,;t) = t - tj = time it takes photon to get back along 12 as a function
of the time at which it arrives back at the radar

L(: x. y) = distance along I between radar at time x and target at time y.

Thus
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A(I L() 1• 't L (I ;t A(Il;t ),t|I

i L~tz~t~t . L

B(1 2 ;t) = I•- (12 ;t•t 1 ) L [12 ;t, t- B(17;t)0

r(10, tz; t) = t - to = A(1t; t1 ) + B(1 2 ; t2 )

= A f[I;t - B(MY;t + B(0z;t) (33)

The first two equations are functional equations for A(YI; tI) and B( 2 ;0t) in terms of the arbitrary

distance functions L(t1; x, y) and L(12 ; x, y), and their solutions in terms of these functions can be

approximated by iteration. For example, for A(1I;tit) one obtains the sequence

A()(1 t) = 1 L( ti lt

A (2)( Yt) = I L (Ittt A () (1tlt0,t1

etc.

Once A(11 ; tI) and B(1 2 ; t1) have been determined. T(Y1. 12; t) can be computed by use of the third

equation.

In order to see how Eq. (22) of Sec. I-F is derived from this general algorithm [and to make

assumptions (2) and (3) of Sec. I-F more explicit 1, let v(W) = velocity of radar along I at t = 0,

V(t) = velocity of target along I at I = 0. and LY(; 3) z L(t; 0. 0). Assume that (a) L(; x. y) can be

approximated by the first two terms of its Taylor series expansion around (x r 0, y ý 0): (b)

A(tp I;) and B(I.; t) can be appro" ; -"ated by A (My(I:tI) and B(z)(12 ;t): (c) the terms in v (1)/c

and VZ(t)/c 2 can be ignored. Witi. these assumptions. T(1I, t2; 0) can be approximated by

TO. V v(; t) + Mv1 4 ) + V(t4) + V + Iv(1 + V((t

c -I c

+ V(1 )I L(12;0) + I- -! v(1t)I L(tt0) (34)

Since, according tothis approximalion. r(1 1.1 2; t)is linear in t. the function expfiW it - r(1I. V 2 ; )I

can be rewritten as exp{i iW (OIII tz) 1 - O(U1. t 2 )] . where w(II. *I) and w( fi are independent of t.

Letting r' denote the time derivative of r. one has

W(111 12 ) "= w ItI - r'(11t1(?;t01

•(0(11, tz) = o [7(11, ( 2; T) '(1t 1* 1;t0 (35)

Letting 11 and 12 vary over D and I, one obtains for the frequencies w(f 1 . 12) the usual Doppler

shifted frequencies

w,(D. D) ý wI - -. Iv(D) 4 V(D)I}

WOI, 1) = Wf I - Fz[v(I). ,lVIlm

I
w (D.1) w •(I.,D) 1w (D [ D.I) + w(l.lV]

I [v(D) + V(D) + v(1) + V(l)I} (36)
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Writing R= L(D;O) and -- L(I; 0) - L(D; 0). and assuming the validity of the approximations,

WA 1 v(t0t 4 IV(1)1l 0
C I c 0

wR [Iv(l) - v(D)l - 'V(1) - V(D)I 0
C c

one can approximate t ie phases qp(t 1 , tI) by

o f." (D, D) = wlR 'i- I [v'D)+ V(D)+ )
C

0(U, I) = 20p I [v(D) + V(D)1 +

ip(D, 1) = wo(I, D) [,p(D. Di + (p(I. 1))

=ZR I -v(D)4V(D)J) + -- (37)Sc c "

Writing R' for [v(D) + V(D)j /c, and X' for {v(l) f V(1) - 1v(D) + V(D)j I/c, then leads to Eq. (ZZ)

for Y(w. t) in Sec. I-F.

IH. GENERAL REMARKS ON INFLUENCE OF A ROUGH EARTH

"In Seý. I, the received signal was described under the assumption that the earth's surface

const. uted a smooth, homogeneous sphere., For certain iyp s of radars, terrains, and radar

prob]b, ns, the results based on this assumptior., will constitute a useful approximation. In ether

cases, however, these ,results will be inappropriate and, at best, can only sorve as a starting

point for further analyses.

A. Basic Effects of Surface Rouginiess

For the radar- desigrner, roughness (either in shape or in the properties of the earth sur-

face material) has two effects: (1) it corrupts the ideallizea picture of forward scattering pre-

sented in Sec. I and thus further modiiies the charazter of the signal received frcm the target;

(2) it spreads out the source of the )ackscattered signal (clutter) end thus gives importance ti

the earth's role as a competing target. insofar as the complexity of the earth's surface usually

requires that these effects be trcatsd statistically, to the extent !hat one is only interested in

gathering information about the target and not about the eai th's surface, both effects must be re-

gardeJ as potential sources of confusion. and both must be evaluated in order to predict a radar's

performance The second effect, which ieads to a form of interference, tends both to increase

ihe total level of signal against witich the target signal must compete and to introduce a new fluc-

tuation spectrum into this signal. The first eifect, which may he viewed as a statistical corrup-

tion of the earth-modification factor E discussed in Sec. 1, teads to wash out the smooth-surface

interference lobes (replacing them by an irregular fine structure), and to introduce a new fluc.

tuation spectrum into the target signal The influence of the roughness on the total received

energy from the target will depend upon the specific characteristics and orientations of the an-

tenna and target, as well as upon the specific characteristics of the surface. Of the two effects,

the one which has received most attention by radar designers is the interference effect. On the

whole. the corruption of the earth-reflected target signal has been regarded as an effect of the
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second order. Since the clutter signal may often be as much as 50 db above the internal noise

and one may not be able to see the target at all, corruption or no corruption, this attitude is

quite understandable. Except for the brief eescription in Sec. III of forward acattering from the

ocean, this report will be corcvrned exclusively with the rlutter problem.

16. "State of the Art"

Despite the fact that a considerable amount of effort has been spent ill studying scattering

from the '!arth's surface, at present there is no unified body or' knowledge which is adequatp for

radar design. More specifically, one finds that (1) although there is a considerable amount of

experimental data available or certain aspects of the problern, many of these data are incon-

sistent and incomplete; (2) although there are many theoretical studies of scattering from rough

surfaces, there is no theory available which starts out with a realistic description of the earth's

surface and obtains results which are both consistent with the experimental data (a aiificuli task

since the data are themselves sometimes inconsistent!) and sufficiently determinate to be of use

to the radar designerýt The basic reasons for this state of affairs appear to be the following.

First, the Eurface being considered is extremely complex. In experimental work, this ,•om-

plexity usually results in an inadequate measurement program for determining the surface

charactertistics Thus, a substantial amount o•' data exists in which certain aspects of tie

scattered field are described in great detail, but the characteristics of the surface' which has

caused this field are described in no detail at all. In theoretical work, this complexity retults

either in equations which are unusable for concrete computations or in the replacemem of the

actual surface by a model which is extremely artificial. In addition, this complexity seems to

have caused a great gap between theoretical and experimi-,ntal work. Not only have certain

theories been pr-opozed with only token reference to the data, but many experiments appear to

have been designed without regard for the results which have been obtained theoretically. Sec-

ond, the systems used for rmi,,asuring the scattered signal are often quite complex. Thus, one

often finds experimental results in which it appears that the experimenter has been unable to

obtain suffician'. informati.ir on the measuring device to allow him to separate those effects

which are due t(, the scattering prooerties of the surface from those which are due to the meas-

uring device. Third, from the scientific viewpoint, the earth-scattering problem is basically

uninteresting (i.e., its solution v--ill have no implications for physical theory), and the main

motivation for studyIng this l%,oblem has bcen the desire to improve radar and communication

t-e-formance. Thus, very few experiments have been designed with a view toward understanding

the scattering phertomenon as a whole. For exatple, practically no work has been done to ob-

tain a 0-icture cf the whcle scattered field, Experimenters have studied either backscattering

or forward scattering (depending upon the specific application in rn.nd), but not both. Finally,

the reider ahotld also be awersz ef the fact that even if there were an adequate theory for de-

scribing the scattered fif'ld, the radar designer wcLuld s.ill be faced with the problem that there

is no adequate radar-design theory for minimizing the effects of ,urface roughness. This ques-

tion ,ill be discussed ftrthe, in Scc. I!-D.

IA good c.'oc. bibI•.rophy of theiretical papers o e s qott~ring from rough s,,4ocos can be founa In the

paper by 6*ckmawn.
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In general, the types of interference with which the target signal will have to compete are

(1) internally generated noise (e.g., thermal noise in the receiver, (2) externally generated

noise (e.g., other radars), and (3) clutter (e.g., birds, storms, earth). The distinguishing

feature of clutter is that it represents evergy transmitted by the radar and reflected from the

environment, whereas the other forms of interference represent energy generated outside the

radar transmitter. Accordingly, the nature of the clutter signal will, in general, be markedly

different from the nature of the other interfering signals, and the techniques that will be useful

for its elimination will be markedly different. For example, whereas increasing the trans-

mitted energy is a fundamental technique for overcoming noise interference, it is an utterly

useless technique for overcoming clutter interference: the target-to-clutter ratio will remain

fixed. On the other hand, whereas for many forms of noise the idea of resolving the target and

noise is useless because the noise is too extensive (i.e., the noise exists at all times and all
frequencies/, in the case of clutter, since the signal represents the return from another well-

defined target with definite boundaries in range, angle, and velocity, it may be possible to re-

solve the target ard clutter and, subsequently, to identify and suppress the clutter signal. There

are certain aspects of the clutter and noise problems which, of course, are similar. For ex-

ample, insofar as the target and clutter signals are not resolvable in range, angle, or velocity,

one may find it useful to employ a matched filter against clutter ir, much the same way as one

employs a matched filter against noise. In general, however, the techniques which have evolved

and which are actually employed in the two cases are quite different.

Regardless of the detailed shape and electromagnetic characteristics of that portion of the

earth's surface oier which the radar is operating, there are certain fundamental properties of

the earth target as compared with the aircraft target that are valid for most portions of the

earth's surface and which lead directly to a large number of techniques for the elimination of

earth clutter. Briefly, these properties are: (1) the earth target is located at a different posi-

tion in space than the aircraft target; (2) the earth target has a different relative velocity than

the aircraft targ,ý-; (3) the earth target is much larger than the aircraft target; (4) aircraft tar-

gcts which occiir abote the horizon line occur at different angles than the earth target; (5) the

relative position and velocity of the earih target are knowable beforehand, whereas the rt-la-ive

position and velocity of the aircraft target are probabilistic; (6) the aircraft target is elevated

ab<, ve the earth ana therefore may have in image below the earth's surface, whereas the earth

(as a target) will not. Additional oroperties which may be useful for distinguishing between the

earth target. arnd the aircraft target, such as the depaendence of the refiec'ion characteristics on

frequency, polarization, and incidence angle, wil) depend on the detailed characteristics of these

targets. (It should also be notf.d that if tht! altitude of the aircraft As of the same order of magni-

tude as the heights of the irregularit.es on the aurface, or if the radar has sufficient resolution

to resolve individual scattering elements on the surface, then certain of the above statements

will no longer be appropriate and the features 'hat will be useful for distinguishing between the

aircraft and the surfaue may 2zpend even more heavily on these detailed characteristics.)

Despite t;e fact that r..any land surface5 are poorer rEflectors than the surface of the ocean,

the interference caused by land clutter is usually more difficult to overcome (or even to describe)

than that caused by sea clutter. Nlot only is the tutal energy in the clutter sigrnal at small graz-

ing angles often greater for ]and surfaces due to the greater slopes encountered, but also, the
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statistical properties of the signal are often much more complicated. The basic reasons for this

added complexity are: (1) the electromagnetic properties of land surfaces tend to be less homo-

geneous; (2) the variety of surface irregularities tends to be greater, both in size and in shape;

(3) these irregularities tend to be distributed less uniformly. Whereas in many cases the sea

clutter can be treated as a simple random-noise phenomenon, the land clutter must often be

treated as a multiple-signal-plus-random -noise phenomenon. Some results on the characteris-

ties of land clutter can be found in the report by Katzin, Wolff and Kai.in 6 A description of sea

clutter is given in Sec. Il.

D. Techniques for Reduction of Earth Clutter

Assuming that the function of the radar being designed is to gather information on targets

other than the earth's surface, one must regard the signal returned from this surface as a form

of clutter anO design the radar in such a way that the effects of this clutter will be minimized.

In principle, for any given system of cv.'itraints imposed by the state of component technology

and for any given radar function, it should be possible to determine the system which will best

satisfy that function in the presence of clutter. In practice, however, the problem usually be-

comes so complicated that the optimum system. is never actually determined. This statc of

affairs is due primarily to the following facts. First, as already indicated, the statistical

characteristics of the clutier signal depend not only on the nature of the scattering surface, but

also on a large complex of factomr describing the behavior of the radar. Thus, in trying to

optimize the system with r-sp,,t to -a given radar function, one is faced with an optimization

problem in which not only muý_L many variables be optimized over simultaneously, but one in

which each variable has an effect on the interfering signal as well as on the target signal. See-

ond, as also indicated previously, one's knowledge of ntow the statistics of the clutter signal

vary with the various radar parameters is stiLl very limited. Finally, these statistics will, In

general, be notistationary. Thus, for the system to be optimtvm, it will have to be adaptive: the

basic design of the radar will have to contain a plan for sampling the clutter signal and adjusting

the various radar parameters according to the results of this sampling. In general, it is clear

that the problem of determining an optimum anticlutter system is very complex and that no one-

has yet determined such a system. On the other hand, due to the importanr-e f the ciutt-tr prob-

lem, considerable effort has been spent in developing specific anticlutter techniques and in de-

veloping optimization theories that are valid within certain limited contex's. R3ughly speaking,

these efforts can be divided into two classes, according to whether or not they mare use of the

specific reflective charactr "istics of the clutter source (i.e., the clutter's dependence on fre-

quericy, polarization, and grazing angle). The purpose of the remarks in this section is to out-

line some of the clutter-rejection schemes which, at leas! in basic conception, are independent

of these characteristics. Some techniques which cavitalize on these characteristics ;or the

special case of the ocean can be derived from the description of these charcteristics given in

Ser'. III.

1. Elevated Target Indicators (ETII)

Since the target and the carth's surface will always be located at different positions in space,

it is theoretically possible to eliminate the effects of clutter by designing a radar with a high de-

gree of spatial resElvo'ion and ignoring all signals which correspond to positions on the sufaee.
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"Inasmuch as the surface will exist at all a'timuths and all ranges out to the horizon range, aside

from requiring that the radar have sufficient range resolution to be able to separate returns

f.-r ifnsLdei a,6s uui.-ide the horizon range, the basic resolution requirement will be on the alti-

tude varial-le IH, the height of the target above the surface. Any system which enn be designed

to filter out s gnals that arise from scatterers with zero elevation will be effective in eliminat-

ing the clutter signai.

The most obvious way of obtaining such a system is to employ a transmitted waveform with

a high degree of range resolution and an antenna pattern with a very narrow vertical beam, and

to filter out the zero-height signals by a simple gating process. A somewhat more elegant Sys-

tem which makes smaller demands on the vertical -. erture of the antenna is to replace the nar-

row vertical beam by a b.'oad vertical beam combined with an adjustable vertical null. Targets

with positive altitudes can then be detected by scanning the null through the region of elevation

angles corresponding to the position of the clutter and comparing the observed return with the

position of the null. If no target of positive altitude is present at range R, the return from

range R. will be zero when the null is pointing in the direction of range R on the surface. If a

target of positive elevation is present at range R, the return will not be zero. In order to be

able to examine all ranges R on a single pulse, one can restrict the occurrence of the n" to

the receiving antenna only and, making use of phased-array techniques, perform the nul

sc-inning operation in the r'eceiver. One disadvantage of thiz system, as compared with the

narrow-beam system, is that whereas the narrow-beam system enables one to simultaneously

eliminate the clutter zand measure the target's altitude, in the null-scanning system one can only

determine the target's altitude when it is at a range where there is no clutter. In order to detect

a target in chltter and simultaneously measure its altitude with a null-scanning system, one needs

to employ two nulls, the positions of which can be adjusted independently.

A system which makes no demands at all on the angular resolution of the vertical antenna

pattern, but demands an exceedingly fine range resolution, is based on the use of the forward-

scattering properties of the surface. Assuming that conditions are such that the direct and in-

direct rays are both sufficienwly strong, and making use of the fact that the altitude H is posi-

tive if and only if the pathlength difference A is positive, one can filter out signals of zero

altitude by filtering out signals of zero pathlength difference. One simple way of achieving

this (but by no means the ideal way) is to compare the range autocorrelation function of the total

received signal with the autocorrelation function of the transmitted waveform. Whereas the

autocorrelation functk'i of the clutter component will (assuming appropriate statistics) tend to

be the same as the autocorrelation function of the transmitted waveform, the autocorrelation

function of the target component will have additional structure due to the various paths. For

example, if the transmitted waveform is a simple pulsed sinusoid of pulselength T, whereas

the autocorrelation function of the clutter component will have a peak at r z 0 and will tend to

vanish by the time -r - T, the autocorrelation function of the target component will (assuming

the distortion of E is smiall) have peaks at T = 0, T = *A/c, and 7 = *ZA/c. Thus, to filter out

signals of zero altitude, one need .nerely set a threshold on the level of tne autocorrelation

function in a 7-region away from -r = 0. Since the peaks at T = ±EA/c and T = *2A/c unable one

not only to detect the existence of the target, but also to measure the value of A, this system,

like the narrow-heamwidth system, allows one to simultaneously eliminate tlhe clutter and meas-

ure the target's altitude.
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On the whole, ETI clutter-rejection techniques have rc-ceived very little attention. Atide

from the gross mapping-out procedures, which have been incorporated into a va:'iety ci sys-

tv-tb, most of the work has been theoretical. Very little effort has been made to test these

ideas empirically or to develop the appropriate equipment.

Z. Point Target Indicators (PTI)

In the ET! techniques, the clutter is eliminated by employing a radar with sufficient spatial

resolution to resolve the target from the earth's surface, and then by "gating out" the clutter.

Another set of techniques for clutter elimination, based on the differences between the target

and the surface with respect to their size, makes use of spatial resolution to "thin out" the

clutter. If the target is a point tat-get and the surface constitutes a more or less continuously

extended source of echoes which cannot be resolved from the target, the effect.-, of the cluttvr

can be reduced by spreading the clutter energy out over an increased number of resolution

"boxes." The most widely used technique of this sort consists of shorte,.nng the radar pulse

(either directly or by pulse compression) or nz'rrowing the beamwidth, thereby decreasing the

illuminated area (i.e., that area on the surface %%hich contributes to the, received signal at a

given instant of observation). As long as the size of the resolution volume remains larger than

the target so that the target itself does not appear extended, a decrc:,se in the area of illumina-

tion will, on the average, result in an increase in the target-to-dlutter ratio.

Another PTI technique makes use. of pulse-to-.pulse frequenc) jumping arid coherent iniegra-

tion. Whereas the reflective properties of a small target vary slowly with changes in frequency,

the reflective properties of a large complex target like the earth's surface vary rapidly arnd

randomly with such changes. Thus, if the frequency jumps zare chosen properly. %Oherves the

target signal will tend to integrate coherently, the clutter- signal %kill, like noise, tend to .ntegrale

incoherently 1 ssuming that the source of the clutter signa! (an be represented as a colhect ion

of statistically independent random scatterers, one can show that the clutter signal %%ill be sure

to be decorrelated provided the frequency jump is greater than or eqaal to the bandwidth of the

envelope of the transmitted signal.

3. Moving Target Indicators (MTI)

In addition to taking advantage of the differences in the positions of the target and the earth's

surface as is deIne in the ETI techniques, one can attempt to eliminate the clutter' by making use

of the differences in their velocities. Since, in general, the tar'get will have a nonzero velocity

relative to the carh's surface, it is theoretically possible to eliminate the effects of clutter by

designing a radar which is responsive to velocity differences. T'hese velocity-discrimination

techniques can be conveniently divided into tvo categories:. Doppler MTI techniques and volume

MTI techniques. In the Doppler techniques, the velocity discrimination is based on changes in

the range of a target of the order of a wavelength of the t..ansmitted frequency. In the volume

techniques, the velocity discriminatioi is based on , hanges in the position of the target of the

order of the dimensions of the i!luminated volume. Inasmuch as the velocities are usually too

small to cause the target to move from one resolution box to another between pulses, volume

MTi systems must usualiy be, based on the changes in position which occur between scans of the

antenna. Theý Doppler systems, which ha ,e received the greater, attention of the two, can be

further subdivided ac ording to whether they are coherent, or' incoherent and continuous or pulsed.
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In the coherent systems, the discrimination is based on information concerning the Doppler-

shifted frequencies themselves, and the clutter is rejected by suppressing those frequencies

which correspond to the vloity 1f t*he erth rc-ati'vc to t-he radr, in the incoherent systems,

the discrunination is based on information concerning the beat frequencies between the Doppler-

siiifieti frequencies, and the clutter is rejected by suppressing those signals which do not contain

the appropriate beat frequencies. Although the incoherent systems are simpler in that they do

not require information on the velocity of the earth relative to the radar, they are of use only

to the extent that the locations of the clutter source are predictable. (Inasmuch as the decision

as to the presence of a target is based on the observation of a beat frequency between the target

and clutter, if the system is used in regions where there is no clutter, it will suppress the tar-

get signal.) The pulsed systems differ from the continuous ones in that the pulsed systems only

provide samples of the information provided by the continuous ones and thus are afflicted by

ambiguities (leading to the so-called "blind-speed" and "fold-over" problems).

Independent of the particular type of Doppler system employed, the extent to which the sys-

tem will be successful will depend on the location and extent of the clutter spectrum. In a con-

tinuous system, the ability to detect targets in clutter will depend on the relative characteristics

of the clutter spectrum and the target spectrum. In a pulsed system, the performance will also

depend on the relation of the clutter spectrum to the pulse-repetition frequency. In general, the

fluctuations entering into the clutter signal will be of two types: those which result from varia-

tions in the scattering elements on the surface (the so-called "internal clutter process") and

those which result from variations in the radar. If the radar is airborne, an important item

in the latter category is the motion of the antenna. Assuming that the antenni. is being both
scanned and translated, one must consider not only the spectral broadening caused by the internal

clutter variations, but also the broadening caused by variations in the illumination of the scatter-

ing elements and by the differential Doppler shifts associated with scattering elements at differ-

ent angles.

4. Resolving the Clutter

In all the techniques previously discussed, the earth's surface has been viewed macroscopi-

cally. Another set of techniques which can be used to reject the clutter is based on the fact that,

in many cases, the source of the clutter signal will not actually be continuous, but will consist

of a collection of closely spaced discrete targets. If the radar's spatial resolution can be mach:

sufficiently fine to resolve these discrete: targets, and the extent of the aircraft target is suf-

ficiently limited to permit the aircraft to fit in between these discrete targets, then the prob-

lem of determining whether or not an aircraft is present is reduced to a pure multiple-target-

identification problem. Assutming that this problem cannot be solved by ETI or MTI techniques.

hnw difficult it will be to solve will depend on the degree to %,hich the detailed scattering prop-

erties of the aircraft target differ from those of the discrete earth targets.

5. Theoretical Work on Optimum Anticlutter Waveforms
and Optimum Anticlutter Filters

In recent years, increasing thought has been given to the problem of determining the optimum

waveform and the optimum filter for purposes of clutter rejection. Although these efforts have

not yet culminated in a comprehensive theory of anticlutter design, some of the results are of

conside-able interest and should be of definite use to the radar designer.
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One line of research, exemplified by Applebaum and Howells.7 Westerfield. Prager and

Stewart8 and Fowle, Kelly and SheehanY is based on the use of the time-fren;enry ambiguity

function. These analyses start by assuming that the receiver consists of a bank of filters matchec,

....... . U tirue) iu an arbitrary waverorm u(t) competing against white Gaussian noise.

Letting T be the delay variable and v the Doppler shift variable, one measures the "goodness"

of utt) for purposes of clutter rejection by the extent to which the volume under the ambiguity

function r(,i) litf u(t) u*(t + r) exp(-Zwipt) dt12 is prevented from overlapping the volume

under the probability surface describing how the clutter energy is distributed in r and (p. Al-
though the maximum value of * and the total volume under * are independent of the waveform

design and depend only on the total energy in u(t), the volume in the central spike cf *. and the

manner in which the remaining volume is distributed in the (r, 0) plane, are determined by the

detailed structure of u(t). If the clutter energy is distributed uniformly throughout the (r, 0)

plane, then all waveforms become equivalent. If the clutter energy is concentrated in a localized
region and the target of interest lies sufficiently far outside this region, then a "good" waveform

is one in which all the volume under * is concentrated in the central spike. If the clutter energy

is concentrated in a localized region and the target lies inside this region, then a "good" wave-

form is one in which * has a narrow central spike with as much volume as possible existing

outside this region. When looked at in this way, the problem of anticlutter waveform design be-

comes quite similar to the problem of anticlutter antenna design. In the lost case, for example,

the basic idea for both antennas and waveforms is to "buy" target-to-clutter ratio at the "cost"

of ambiguity. In general, this trade can be effected by the introduction of periodicity. Making

the aperture periodic, i.e., chopping up the aperture and separating the pieces in space, enables

one to decrease the width of the main lobe but results in strong sidelobes. Making the waveform

periodic enables one to decrease the width of the central spike in * but results in "blind-speed"

ambiguities and "second-time-around" ambiguities. For a detailed understanding of this

ambiguity-function approach end for specific quantitative results, the reader is referred ti, the

above-mentioned references.
A second line of theoretical work oriented toward the development of a clutter-rejection

10
theory is based orn Dwork's matched filter theorem for colored Gaus3ian noise and is exem-

plified by Urkowitz and Manasse 12 Letting Y(w) be the Fourier transform of the received
signal and N(w) the power spectrum of the noise, Dwork has shown that the transfer function 'i(w)

of the linear filter which maximizes the output peak S/N ratio is given by

H(w () exp(-ihT) (38)

where T is a conveniently chosen time delay (assumed hereafter to bo. zero). The peak S/N

ratio obtained with this filter is given by

s z-pt Y:= • (W)I1z
(2Vo t dw (39)

Assume now that (a) the duration of the signal transmitted by the radar is sufficiently short with

respect to the movemente of the radar, target, and clutter that everything can be regarded as

fixed during the duration of the signal; (b) the signal received fronmY the target is merely a de-

layed and attenuated version of the transmitted signal; (c) the statistics of the clutter Sigiiai are

Gaussian and the power spectrum of the clutter (obtained from the fluctuations of the clutter
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signal with range) is proportional to the energy spectrum of the transmitted signal. As will be

seen in Sec. III, the last of these assumptions (the second part of which is identical to the assump-

tion mentioned above that the autocorrelation function of the clutter is proportional to the auto-

correlation function of the transmitted pulse) is reasonably well-satisfied for the case of sea

clutter. With these assumptions, the above theorem implies that the linear filter which maxi-

mizes the peak signal-to-clutter-plus-noise ratio has a transfer function given by

H(w) X*(w) (40)
91 XM I' + N0 /2

where N is the receiver noise power per cycle, X(w) is the Fourier transform of the trans-

mitted signal, and B is a constant of proportionality describing the total clutter power. The

peak signal-to-clutter-plus-noise power ratio obtained with this filter is given by

S ) A2  jc")12  dw (41)

C-+-N opt 2= - B I X(w)!;",+ N /Z
0

where A is the amplitude of the returned target signal.

If the clutter power is zero, H(w) reduces to the complex-conjugate filter H(w)= X*(W),

and [S/(C + N)Iopt becomes [S/(C + N)Iopt = (S/N)opt - (A'/No) fC. IJX(MI)I dw. Aside from

A and N0 , the quantity (S/N)opt depends only on the energy in X(w). If the noise power is zero

(the case considered by Urkowitz), H(w) reduces to the inverse filter H(w) c 1/X(W), and [S/(C +
N)Iopt becomes fS/(C + N)%opt = (S/C)opt c (A 2/B) •.7 dw. Thus (S/C)opt is completely inde-

pendent of X(w) and is infinite. This last result can be interpreted in more familiar terms by

noting that the use of the inverse filter is theoretically equivalent to using a Dirac delta function

as the transmitted signal and decreasing the illuminated area to zero. This equivalence can be

demonstrated formally by representing the antenna and surrounding space as a fixed linear filter

(referred to as the "space filter" in the Introduction) and reversing the order of application of

this filter and the filter H(w). Assuming that the construction of the Inverse filter is limited to

a finite frequency Interval w I wj 1 W2 and that the energy outside this interval is attenuated

to zero, Urkowitz has shown that (S/C)opt c (wz - w ), In other words, the ability to eliminate

the clutter depends linearly on the bandwidth over which the Inverse filter can be constructed.

Heturning to the general case (considered by Manasse Q) and assuming that both clutter and

noise are present, one sees that H(W) is a compromise between the complex-conjugate filter

X*(w) and the inverse filter 1/X(w). and that (S/(C + N)^,opt depends on both the total energy in

X(w) and on the shape of I X(w)M. In regions of w where I X(w) I << N0 /2B, the contribution to

IS/(C + N)Jopt is given by (A2/wN0 ) f I X(w) 12 dw and thus depends only on the total energy of

X(w) in those regions. In regions of w where I X(w)I2 >> N/ZB, the contribution to [S/(C +

N) opt is given by (A 1 /ZwB) f dw and thus is entirely independent of X(w) and depends only on

the extent of those regions. It is clear, therefore, that if one wants to Increase the value of

(S/(C + N)Iopt by changing the waveform (subject to a fixed total energy), one should take the

superfluous energy in the I X(w) 1 >> No/2B regions and put it in the I X(w) 12 << No/ZB regions.

More precisely, Manasse has shown (through variational methods) that in order to maximize

[S/(C + N)]opt, the transform X(w) should be chosen such that IX(w) 12 is flat. If X(w) is con-

strained to be zero outside the interval w, < lcI < w. and to have a total energy U,. it will

maximize [S/(C + N)J opt when
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for

IX(w)1- 0 otherwise. (42)

The choice of a flat ! X(w)I2 makes the clutter power spectrum have the same shape as the noise

power spectrum and ehmin"-tes the need for compromise in the optimum filter 1l(w) [H(M') now

being given by HIM) XO(.) cc I/X(w)]. The value of IS/(C + N)Jopt obtained with such a wayv--

form is given by

s 2S .A~f!(43)

C (• N-- opt, opt ArBZ/(w •3 N

Large values of Uq will have the effect of reducing the noise interferen :e, aad large values of

U2 - will have the effect of reducing the clutter interference. For a pulse radar which is

peak power limited, this implies that the transmitted pulse should have a large time-bandwidth

product (i.e.. the pulse should be "coded"). Two techniques for achieving such a s-gnal (and

also satisfying the requirement for a flat energy spectrum) are to use long-duration pulses of

broad-band white noise or long-curation pulses with a linearly swept carrier frequency of large

deviation.

Unfortunately, although both of these approaches to the clutter-rejectior. problem are capable

of making substantial contributions to a general anticlutter theory, at present, they both suffer

from some serious limitations and, in no sense, can be regarded as constituting complete theoriLes

in themselves. Aside from the fact that both approaches disregard the specific reflective charac-

teristics of the clutter, in neither approach is any consideration given to the problem of choosing

an optimum antenna patt(-rn. if the clutter is three dimensional, as in the case of rainstorms.

the latter omission may not be too important in the sense that the total optimization process may

be factorable and one may be able to optimize over the antenna pattern in a separate operation.

llowever, in the case of earth surface clutter, where range resolution is a function both of the

transmitted waveform and the vertical antenna pattern, this omission may be quite important.

In addition to these two limitations, which apply equally well to the ambiguity-function ap-

proach and the colored-matched-filter approach, the ambiguity-function approach suffers from

its a priori assumption about the nature of the receiver. The optimum waveforms which can be

determined through this approach are only optimum with respect to the given receiver. No

optimization is performed over the receiver-waveform pair. In general, one may regard the

target-in-clutter problem either as a target-in-noise problem or as a multiple-target problem.

Insofar as the former philosophy is adequate. the noise against which the target signal is cam-

peting is the receiver noise plus the clutter noise and, ,n view of the Dwork theorem, the matched-

filter bank assumed in the ambiguity-function argument is obviously not optimum. Insofar as the

latter philosophy is adequate and one's objective is to detect each target and then reject the clut-

ter tatrgets on the grounds of certain parameter values (e.g., range and velocity), the matched-

filter bank is still inadequate b( cause it is not properly matched to the multiple-target situation.

Thus, in either case. it is clear that the assumed receiver in the ambiguity-funttion approach

is not optimum. and therefore, that the optimum waveforms which result from this approach will

not really be optimum. Another limitation of this approach is that it incorporates the effects of

velocity in such a way as to be valid only for narrow-band signals For signals of appreciable

bandwidth, one must take account of the dependence of the Doppler shift on frequency over the

bandwidth of the signal.
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The colored-matched-filter approach, on the other hand, although it optimizes over both

the receiver and the waveform, suffers from the fact that it totally ignores the velocity informa-

tio Moreover.hr the tofs approach will". .nly LU Url t.. the .. .i..i.. at . he cutter

M can be regarded as continuous and the cross sections of the individual scatterers that constitate

the source of the clutter sigr.al can be regarded as infinitesimal in comparison to the cross sec-

tion of the target. Once the clutter is resolved, the statistics of the clutter signal will, no longer

be Gaussian and the matched-filter theorem will no longer be applicable. Also, to the extent

that the irregularities on the reflecting surface have an ordered structure and are not random,

the power spectrum of the clutter will no longer be merely a replica of the energy spectrum of

- the transmitied siignal.

if In the event that the forward-scattering conditions ensure a strong reflected ray, both of
the above approaches also need to be modified to include the earth-modification factor E de-

scribed in Sec. I. In the ambiguity-funct'3n approach, the presence of the reflected ray implies

that the receiver must consist of a multidimensional filter bank to account for K, A, and A' as

t well as for T and o, and the ambiguity function * will be a function of K, A, and A' as well

as of r and 0. In the colored-matched-filter approach (still ignoring velocity), the existence

of a reflected ray implies that the ideal receiver consists of a filter bank of the form X*(w)

E *(w•,K, A) exp(-iw T)/[No/Z + BIX)I21, where there is a separate matched filter for each

value of A and K.

III. SCATTERING FROM THE OCEAN

In Sec. I, the problem of surface roughness was considered without reference to the specific

reflective characteristics of the surface. In the present section, attention will be devoted to the

reflective properties of the ocean. This surface has been chosen for detailed consideration be-

cause (a) it is a surface of great practical importance; (b) despite its complexity, it is simpler

than most other portions of the earth's surface; (c) it has received considerable attention, bath

experimentally and theoretically. In accordance with the fact that the clutter phenomenon is

usually of greater concern to the radar designer than the corruption of the forward-scattered

signal, the main concern will be with the clutter phenomenon. The discussion will be oriented

toward the problem of predicting the sea-clutter signal for a narrow-band, pulsed, airborne.

early-warning radar of broad vertical beamwidth and wavelength X in the region i to 100 cm.

Inasmuch as the early-warning function tends to focus interest on the longer ranges, special

attention will be given to grazing angles a in the region 0° to 20. A photograph illustrating the

appearance of sea clutter on the PPI scope of an airborne early-warning raJar is shown in

Fig. 15.

In r.-der to understand the sea clutter phenomenon and to be able to predict the properties

of the clutier signal for a variety of radar configurations, it is necessary not only to make quan-

titative measurements of the received signal, but also to make quantitative measurements of

the ocean surface responsible for this signal. If the electromagnetic properties of the sea are

known and such factors as the spray and foam can be ignored (so that the sea surface actually

constitutes a continuous interface between the air and the water), the scattering proper'ties of

the sea surface will be determined by specifying its shape as a function of !ime. l.etting

z(x. y. t) denote the height of the surface at the point (x. y) at the time t, one can give a com-
plete statistical description of this shape by specifying the set of probability density functions
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Fig. 15. Appearance of sea clutter on PPI scope of airborne early-warning
radar. Strobe is set at 135 nm, 30 nm short of horizon.

on the set of variables {z(x, y, 0t)x' y, t" Thus, in the ideal clutter experiment, along with the

data on the received signal, data would be presented on these probability density functions de-

scribing the ocean surface. (If the spray and foam cannot be ignored, then of course, even these

data would be inadequate and one would need to supplement it by a probabilistic description of

various spray and foam parameters.) Unfortunately. in most of the clutter experiments reported

in the literature, the amount of data on the sea surface is extremely limited. With few excep-

tions, the most information that is available is an estimate of wind velocity, wave height and

direction, and a qualitative description of the ocean's appearance. In some cases, no data at

all are available. Aside from the fact that the estimates of these parameters are often made

very crudel_, and the parameters being estimated are often defined very crude'ly. it is obvious

that such a technique is basically inadequate for describing as complex a surface as th it of the

ocean. Although the hydrodynamic constraints on the shape of the water surface tend to reduce

the randomness of the surface and thus make some of the information in the above-described

probability density functions redundant, these constraints are not sufficiently strorug to enable

one to replace these functions 1y a few simple constants such as wave height and direction.

Similarly, although the momentary local wind velocity will undoubtedly be correlated with ,er-

tain properties of the surface (e.g.. the ripple structure), it is an insufficint statistic for de-

term-ning the surface as a whole. In general, the condition of the sea surface in a given area

and at a given time will be a function of the history of the wind velocity over a wide region of
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the ocean surface (as well as the currents, tides, and the proximity and tcpogr.ohy of the ocean

floor). For example, it is well known that the occurrence of "swells" in a given deep water area

is not due to the momentary local wind velocity, bit rather, to wind conditions which existed in

regions far away and at an earlier time. These waves have outrun the wind wh.ch created them

and are in the process of decay. As far as the waves which are generated locally are concerned,

their characteristics are determined not only by the maomentary local wind velocity, but also by

"the length of time during which the wind has been blowing and the length of ocean over which it

has been blowing. In describing data on the clutter signal, the symbol "'" will be used to denote

the "condition of the ocean surface." In the ideal experiment, C would consist of the set of all

probability density functions previously mentioned. In practice, however, it must be interpreted

as the wave height or wind velocity, or even more vag-ucey, as the "degree of roughness." For
some detailed results on the actual characteristics of th- ocean surface, the reader is referred

to works of hydrodynamicists and oceanographers.1 3

The discussion in this section will be divided into three parts. In Sec. I11-A, an attempt will

be made to provide a brief summary of the major experimental results on the clutter signal.
When considering any of the statements in this summary, the i eader should be aware of the fol-

lowing facts. First, the data on sea clutter are inconsi.ment and incomplete and, in the usual

sense of the word, there is no such thing as a "typical" result. Although a certain class of re-
sults may occur more frequently than any other smngie class, there is no class which occurs

more frequently than the total of all other classes combined, unless one defines this ,,lass so

generally as to be almost meaningless. Second, in view of these inadequacies, in order to pre-
sent a general summary of the data, one must either ja) violate the empirical facts and ignore

large portions of the available data; (b) state the summary in ,wuch vague terms as te make tt-e

summary almost meaningless; or (c) perform a massive statistical analysis of thousands of

curves, weighting each curve according to the results of a comprehensive analysis of the de-
tailed conditions under which the curve was obtained. Understandably, no one to date 'ias per-

formed the analysis required by (c). In this report, the writer has done his best to compromise

between e-vils (a) and (b). The summary has been obtained by looking at a large number of e•-

perimental studies and represents a syntnesis of the writer's impressions of the main results

Specific references will frequently be omitted, but many of the relaarks will be illustrated by

concrete experimental data. In Sec. III-B, some theoretical concepts will be introduced for use
in interpreting the experimental data. Since there is no unified theoretical model available which

is consistent both with a realistic description of the occan surface and with the clutter data. the

best the radar designer r-mn do in tryi-:ng to predict the crutter signal for an iLypoth-esized radar
is to combine the results obtained from a study of the empirical findings with results computed

from various fragmentary, pher.omenologic ii models. The concepts chosen for distusson have
been selected for their popularity with researchers who have actually "dirtied their h;Ands" in

the sea-clutter problem and have been forced te make concrete recommendations on r,•tar-d. sign

problems. In Sec. III-C. a brief summary wIl be gi.'en of so, of the results on forward scat-

tering from the ocean.

Those who are familiat with the subjet of sea :utte•.. will note that, with few evxceptions.

the results presenled in Sec s Il -A and B represent only a very modest advance over those pre-

sented by Goldstein in the years 1945 to 1950.16 This is no, meant to imply that no important
work has been done since that tim,- On 'hv conirary. th,. picturt of sea clutter has been exten,,d
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and refined in a varlety of ways. For example, (a) data are now available at much lower fri -
qo.encie3,- (b) more work has been done with cohereni spectra; (c) the dependence on polariza-

tion hps been explored mo-re fully; (d) more careful data analysis techniques have been worked
out; (e) specific theoretical rm.~dels have been studied in more detail. N-,,vertheless, if one ".on-
fincs ortele attention to the airborne early-warning problenv. trie above statement still holds:
a r-ignificant pc'-rticrn o! the knowledge which is now useful to the radar designer can be found in
the writing's of Goldsieiu.,

Finally, the reade'r should be aware r-f the fact that the references cited in connection with
1his discussion arc?. in no sense, intended to constitute a bibliography. A comple'e hb.bliograpny
on this subject wculd be longer than the discu.ssion itset f.

A. pErlraentall Datv on Sea± Clutter

1. Average, Power

-'or a point targoit in f-,'ee space, the d~ependence of the received power on t.Se characteris-
tics of the tarj,,zl ia ciescribad through use of the -. rget cros~z sectio.A 6 W~ Is 1 2 Aside from '.he
charactcristics of the target prao'eýý this xnzrameter d'spends only -.mn the frequency, the palariza-
t=o, and the angle oi orientaition; it is indepenati-nt of the trat~snittedI power, the transmitted
pulsele~tsth, the antenna fun~tion, ar.d .;e r'ange. Thi3 in'iepencence has the importarst adva-i-

tage ef allowing one to extrapolate riesults obtained mi the target characteristics with one radar
crafguratiup t c t'hose of an~ther, prcorided only that the frequency, polarization, and angle are

known. 1: one wants to achieve a similar inepetirence Lor a. parameter desci,':binpr the back-
scatter-.:g properties of tWe "ear: surface. the rotion of cross s-ýction is inadequate. Sin,ýcD the
ocean is an extended target, o'(ocoarn; will depand on how much af the surface is illuminated
(i.e., how much of the surface contributes to '.he returned signal at a civen instant of o~,serva-
tion) and, therefore, will be a fu~nction of the antennu pattversn, the tronamitted waveform, and
the range. In order to eliminate th's dependence, it is nece.,Rary t o determine how c'(ocein)
varies witn the illuminate-I area and, making use of this I.-iowledge. to define a ner, parameter
describing the properties of the ocean suclace proper.

Let A denote the area of illumination and U ti'ie pulse -to-pulae average of U~ocean). It has
been shown experimentally that, over a wide variety of conditions, F varieb ;inearly with A:

8; =UO A(44)

(These data have been obtained by ta) varying the transmitted pulsea,"ngth, Wb varying the antenra
pattern, and (c) varying the range or height while ki ping the grazing angie constant.j Thus, a
natural definition for the sought-after parameter is o=iY/A, the cros.; secti~n per unit are,..
This parameter plays the same role for the oceaa ýs the ordinary cross. seci6ion a plays for
the point target; aside from the propertie" ni the target itlIt depenxds only on the frequency,

the polarization, and the angle of orientatign. L~etting 19 denote the horizornthi beamwidth, 4
the vertical beamwidth, T the transmitted pulselergth, a~id a the gra:iiiig argle, cn~z can ap-
proximate the area of illumination A [see Fig 161a-b),' by

A E)r sec a wheai tan a < -cT-7a2

A csc a when :ana> (45)
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Ai brief description wfii now oe given of the doýpendence of the cross sect ion per unit ar~ on

the grazing angle a. the t:-ansmitted wavelength A, the polariz'ation p. the "condit ion of the sea

surface" k-, and the azimuth with rebpect to the structure nn the sea surface.

For all hut tne calmest of seas, the form of the function j 0 db) vs logn miost often encoun-

tered is that vhown in F~ig. 17 [a (db) = 10 'ogl 0 cw0J. Startirg at very smiall eý, the paramelter

increases fair~y rapidly with a urtil at ?quals -.he "critical angle" a V It tnen increases much

more slowly jif at all) until the second "critical angie" a2 is reached. Beyond a., it incre~ises

very rapidly until just before a = r/, whereupon it tends to flatten out again The total range

of slopes for loga ( vs log a (i.e.. exponents for a 0 vs a) is about 0 to 20. In the region a < a

the siope is usually between 2 and 5, and in the region a I< < a(02. the slope is us~ually between

o an~d 2. The total measurable range in or fromn very small a to a - r/2 may cover~ as much as
00

in decibels since a 0 must equal zero at the horizon (The lower- measurable limit on a0is de-

termined by the a~m~unt of receiver noise.)

Letting t; 0 be the ai z~rage level of a 0 between a and a 2 anid letting a 0 tvv) and (T0Oh be the

vallues cf ar 0 or vertical and horizontal polarizat ions, one can make the following genr'val state-

roent about the var-iables al a, , a 0 , 1 and a (vv)/a0 (hh): they all tend to be moniotunicallv de-

creasing with (a) decreasing X andi (b increasing r. The vziriable a '2( ) al! .) appears it) bc

monotonically decreasing w.ith vincreasing !-. Presumably, the samc result %%oulcl hold for de-

creasing X, hut very few data are avail,-ble on a 0(T/12) for low frequencies. TIhe value ofHrvv)

afhh) is, of zourse, always equal to unity at a - /2 since vv and hh are, idenl real a- ?r 2. F or'

all wavelengths in the region I cm < A < 100 cm and all but the smallest t, one finds that ci , -, 2"0*.

Typical values of as, and -v for A -- 10 cm and a moderate to rough sea are 1(' dht arnd

=10.

Restricting attention !o i- .ý c2, one finds that ao a X1. 0 < n < 4 Ini terms nf a W(A and

or0 0 (M. the 'dependence of a 0 on A can usuallyv be described by Ih-- relat ions a 00 JAX. 0 < n 4 2.
and a An, 0n 1.Thus the smaller' n in a0 Ix -n t1 toocur' whei, a is suffic~entlv

large to make o > & I(AW. and the larger n tend to (%('cur' when this condition ;s violated. IF one

holds A fixed and examines ihe variation of a 0 0 and a Iwith r. one finds that a 0 itii'reast-S

rapidly with r for r'elatively small r' but then tends 'o "tute"the saturation level occurrinrz

at smaller Z for smaller X. If or' identifies t with the wind speed W, one findis a o k

o < r, 3. If one ident ifies t A~ it'. the wave height 11, a I appears tv varY with If as a fi-

o < n A; 1. Thus, for a fixed a, the smaller n in a 0 a A~ nlend to occur whe,% t is large, and

the larger n when t is small,
For large X and small C., ar (vv)/la (hh) is much greater th~an unity, somettimes r'eac'hing. a

value of inure tharn 30 db. As A is decreased or t is inci-tased, a 0(vv)0 /a 0 00(let- rer,!ses; hIt.% -

ever. the rate of decrease diminishes as a 0 (vv).'a 0 (hh) decre(ases. At snaial X anid large ?,

a ()(vv),Ia0 (hh~) approaches unity arnd somet imes even becomes it few dut ibr'h, less than unitx In

general, a 0 (hh) is found to be more sets-itive than a 0 vv) (o varr'ratons in r. .Aso. there is *v-%I

dence that a 0(V)/ a 0(hh) dtcr-ezses as a becomies ext remely small. Tlhe (r'css-polarizat ion

cross sectitons a (vh) atid 7 (hv) (whicl' theoret-ically~ .;hould be the same because of r'c c.rpt'uerr

are usuaily smiller than either' a 0 (hh) or a %

Finally, assum-ing that the direct ion of the wind and lthe wav!e st ructurt. on !the surfatce a rc

approximately the same, a~ ~tupwind) .s almost always a few decitels higheri tha Izh a0

(downwind) or a0 (crusswind), and a~ (t'rosswind) is usually, but not alwa~s ii little greater than

a 0 (downwind).
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In the above remarks, the dependence of the average backscattered power on the char-
acteristics of the surface has been described in terms of the average cross section per unit
area a'W Another- parameter which has occasionally been used and which measures the surface's
cliviat icin from perfect roughness is the' parameter' fO which is defined as the ratio of thv power-
act naill obser'ved( it) the pow(- that would be observe.d if thle surface scat tiered isot ropica Ily. It

,a be shown that f 0and ry 0atri' related by the equa tion a 0 (0 2 i ,c )
Somet Spec ific results illustrating some of the' ab~ove remarks a re shown in Figs, 118 t hrough

24. Figu re 18 illustrates t he dependence of rr. onl X and a for- small values of oi. Figure 19
itlustratevs the depenidenice of (7 on A, ar, and t for' small values of cv. Figure 20 illust rates
the dependence of a 0 on a, and r for- large' values of c(Y. F'igu re 21 illustrates the cleperdicinc

of, CT0 ol 1), t , and (Y over a wide range of aY. Figu ri 22 is at correlogra m for- the pola rizat ion

ratio g 0(vv)/a 0 (hh) taken at two different X with variable r. Figure 23 shows how YO vat'iVS

with p and r for' small (i. Figure 24(a -t) shows flow f 0 (0 )Y a)(0c /2 sin a, which was observedc

to be constantl over the region 1' < (Y <% ,varies with X and r. Thie smooCth crenvis inl Figs. 18

and 22 a re theore-tical and ar~e discussed in Sec. 111-13-3 In addit ion to tIhic sou rces citvid inl

connection with these figures. further data onl the average hackscattered power can he found

in Ke rr, 1 Katz in, 3 ; rant andc Yaplee , 24anci Wilt se, Schlesinger ar( nJ *ohnson 2 ,(as We'll as

many other' s).

2. Fluctuat ions

In the. prI'vious sect ion, the clutter signal was deuc r'ibed in terms of the average- poweri

pa ramletc' fY 0 In this sec'tion, at tent ion will be given to how t lie c'lutte r' signal vairie's (a) as a
hincI ion of' range wit hin at given sweep and (b) as a functicon of ft-inc' at a given range'

In ge'neraI, the re a ppcear to he c vcr' v' few dat a onl the flunctuat ions in range. I lowevi'r, what -

e'ver dlata the re arne indicat c* that if one(. c'onfine's one's samples toc the small angle fregion tan aV

,11/(1cT/2) where the area of illumination is defined b~y 'he transmitted waveform, the auto-

ccnr'rc'lat ion fctiri'tion of the ret urnned r'ange' sweep is appr'oxi mately fie same as the a utoc-on'r't'la -

tion function of thle t nanism ittec wa veformfa. In addition, it has been obser'vedl that for' small ar.

the signal le(nds toC re'solvc' itsc'lf into dist inc't point -tar'get -like echoc's with substantial regions

of' ie ro signal occ'urr'ing bet ween these echoes. This 'spikyness" tends to inc'rerise with (at)

dlecrecasing gr'azing angle and (b) decreasing area of illumination. Albo, (c) this spikyness is

rnUCh mc, ne pI'onc)Linie( withI hornizornt al pol0ariza tion than with ye r'tical pola ri zat ion. Tlher'e is

goodr eviden1cf' that the occ'(ur'rence of t hc'se spikes is reflatedc to the oc'curr'ence of well-defined,

st rep-c r'st cd waves on thi' uccan surface.

AIthbough ther'e af'e 'cnsiderably more data on fluctuations in time than on fluctuations in

range'. ther'e ar'e still fewer' da;ta than on the nlnf'e easily measu red a' Ini genernal,. it has been

found that thiese fluc' t at ions t ernc toC re'solve the mselves into three main regions: (a) the "fast"

flucet niat iOnis (presumably clue tc filet beating of signals of different frequencies r'eturned from

differ'ent elc'mcnts on the sea surface moving with different velocities); Mb the "slow" fluctua-

t ions (ptc'sumably clue to the changes in amplitude caused by the changes in shape and orientation
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of the individual scaltering elements, the passage of these elements through the a rea of illuimin-

ation, and the growth, decay, and shadowing of these elements): (c) the "very slow"9 fluctuations

(presumably due to changes in meteorologic and oceanographic condit ions). In mnaking mteasur et-

ments of or 0 the genera, practice is lo present result.; which are averages over the fast fluctua-

tions, but not over the very slow fluctuiat ions. The extent to which the slow fluctuat ionis are

averaged out will depend on the(- detailed characteristics of 11he device used to measure a0and (.ni

the amount of averaging dlone on these measurements before presentation of the final results.

If tht. transmitted wavelength is sufficiently short (e.g.. 10 cm). the fast and slow fluctuations

are easily d st inguishable; however, if the transmitted waveiength is long (e.g.. 100ecm). these

two regions will tend to merge

With regard to the fast fluctuat ions, there are three facts on which ther-e is more or less

general agreement: %a) the fi-st and second probabiltty dlensity functions are often similar' to

those for a narrow-band Gaussian noise process; Mb the width of the power- spectrum. or equiva-

lent ly, the inverse of the correlation time, varies approximately linearly with the transmitted

frequency: Mc if one assumes that tnese fluctuat ions are due primarily to the relat ive motion of

the scattering elemeints on the surface, the average relat ive' velocity of these elements is of the

order of 0.5 to 7.0 knots. There i& considerable unceritainty as to what general statements ca.n

Lit made about the precise 'ocat ion and] shape of the spectrum or exactly how the srect rum varies

with Polarization. grazing angle. azimuth, and sea condition. Thert. appears to be some evi-

dence that the width of the !spect rum iE Independent of pola rizat ion and that it is mnonotonically

inc reasing wit ii sea roughness and grazing angle.

With regard to t he slow fluctuiatios~n. about all that cat, be said sit general is thai (a) c on-

siderable energy may exist titiithe re-gion 0.001 to 10 eps even fo. high t :rnsm ttt ed frequencies;

~ - JmI~yu~ ID.J-. R
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(b) the slow fluctuations often appear to be much more periodic than the fast fluctuations and the

density functions often appear to be less Gaussian when slow fluctuations are included; (c) the

slow fluctuations contain relatively more energ•y when the polarization is horizontal than when

it is vertical and when the clutter is spiky than when It is continuous; (d) the slow fluctuations

do not scale linearly with frequency. Frequently, the low fluctuations, rather than being re-

garded as a subject for study, have been regarded as a source of error in the measurements of

the last fluctuation parameters. Practically no attention at all has been paid to the statistics of

the very slow fluctuations.

Illustrations of the pulse-to-pulse fluctuation rates are shown in Figs. 25 to 28. (In Figs. 25

to 27, it has beer. assumed that the fluctuations are due to Doppler beats and the frequency scale

is plotted in terms of scatterer velocities.) Figure 25 shows incoherent power spectra for

X = 1..3, 3.2, and 9.2 cm plotted as a function of v = fX/2 (f = observed frequency in cycles/sec.

X = transmitted wavelength). Since these spectra are incoherent (i.e., the returned signal has

not been compared to any reference signal), they contribute information only on the relative

velocities of the scatterers, not the absolute velocities. Goldstein found these spectra to be

roughly Gaussian in shape and to be independent of the sea condition. Figure 26 shows the coher.-

ent spectrum for X = 3.2cm. According to Kovaly, et al., !6 and Hicks, et al.!7 the core spectrumn

(again found to be Gaussian) was obtained for all wind directions and calm to moderate seas, and

the core-plus-whitecap spectrum was obtained for upwind and downwind runs on rough sea states

with whitecaps. The half-power width of the total spectrum at a grazing angle of 4' was found to

vary from about 2 to about 5 knots, depending upon the sea condition. There was some evidence

that the width decreased with a decrease in grazing angle. The average downwind velocity of the

scatterers was found to be of the order of 0 to 7 knots. The result of convolving the core spectrum

with itaelf to obtain the equivalent incoherent spectrum led to results consistent with those of Gold-

stein. Figure 27 is a summary of estimates of the root-mean-square spectral width as a function

of the transmitted wavelength. These estimates were computed by Pike from pulse-to-pulse cor-

relation data obtained at the M. I. T. Radiation Laboratory, the Naval Recearch Laboratory, and

the M. I. T. Lincoln Laboratory.t Of the 80 data samples considered, Pike was able to fit about

50 of them to within observational errors by assuming that the corresponding power spectrum

was a mixture of the following components: (a) a spike, (b) not more than two narrow-band

Gaussian spectra, each centered cn the frequency of the spike, and (c) white noise. Of these

50, about 30 could be fittee by white roise plus a single Gaussian component. in those cases in

which two Gaussian components occurred, the energy associated with the broader component was

almost always small compared to that of the narrower component. The results shown in Fig. 27

refer to the width of the main Gausaian component only. To what extent tne white-noise component

resulted fr-om receiver noise and to what extent from the clutter signal itself was not determined.

If one assumes that it was all receiver noise, then the chief difference between the widths plotted

and the. widths o. the total clutter signal occurs in the elimination of the spike component, exclu -

sion of the spike necessarily leading to greater widths. According to Pike's ax..lysls, this spike

contained relatively little energy except at 136 cm, At this wavelength, the energy in the spike

tTMe poinft ot I.-3 3.2, and 9.2 cm are based on dato obtcined by Goldhtsin and associates at the M. i. T. Rodia-
tion La•bntory; the point; at 24 and 136 cm are based an data obtained by Macdonald mnd cssociates at the Naovi
Rowarch Labaratory; mW the po;nts ot 70 cm ace basnd on datm obtained by McGlnn and anoc-ats at Lincoln Lab-
orotory. (Th* Goldotein ami Macdona!d deta wers obtained by Pike and McGinn thr.-ih private comnmunication.)
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exceeded half the total energy in the function for about one third of the samples. The data at

1.3. 3.2, and 9.2cm are for vertical polarization and a grazing angle of 0.6*; the data at 24cm

combine both vertical and horizontal polarization and cover grazing angles ranging from about

5* to 20°; the data at 70cm are for horizontal polarization and -, grazing angle of about 3; and

the data at 136cm are for horizontal polarization and grazing angles in the region V to W4. As

a result of his analysis, Pike has concluded that, at wavelengths less than about 50 cm, the

width of the main Gaussian component increases with sea roughness but is independent of graz-

ing angle. At wavelengths greater than about 50 cm, he has concluded that this width increases

with an increase in grazing angle, but is independent of sea roughnes.i. (This observation, to-

gether with the increase in the width at about 50 cm, has led Pike to conjecture that a different

scattering mechanism takes over at this wavelength.) ',emembering that the spectrum widths

reported by flicks, et al.,ý (2 to 5 knots) refer to the total width at the half-power points, one

notes that the results in Fig. 27 at 3acm are consistent with those of licks. The results at

136cm are somewhat differen! from those reported by the Naval Research Laboratory, despite

the fact that both sets of results are based-n the same data. Whereas the 136-cm results in

Fig. 27 vary from about I to 9 knots, the root-mean-square widths reported by Ament. et al.,

are confined to the region I to 4 knots. Also, unlike Pike, Ament found the spectral width to be

independent of grazing angle. (In considering these differences, it should be noted that, whereas

the results in Fig. 27 refer only to the main Gaussian component, the results of Ament refer to

all the components mixed together, only the white noise being eliminated.) In contradistinc-

tion to the results reported by Flicks at 3cm, Ament found the width at 136 cm to be greater for

crosswind than for upwind or downwind. Figure 28 shows the appearance of the slow fluctua-

tions for X - 4.8 cm and (v in the region 0.50 to 4.0° when long observation intervals are em-

ployed. 'The, upper curve is an expanded version of the initial drop pictured in the lower curve

and corresponds to the fast fluctuations. The width D of the fast component was found to

vary inversely with frequency and wind speed, but was independent of polarization. The width

IE of the slow random component was found to be independent of frequency, polarization, wave

height, and wind speed. The ratio 13/A, measuring the relative power in the two components.

was found to be ten times larger on horizontal polarization than on vertical polarization (0.7 on

hh and 0.07 on vv). The periodic tail component (described by the parameters G and C') oc-

curred mainly for large wave heights and high wind speeds, Figure 29(a-b) shows the first

probability density function for the pulse-to-pulse fluctu.-tions in power as n function of polari-

zation for X 4.8cm and long observation intervals. To the e.xltnt that the process is Gaussian,

it can be shown that these histograms should be, linear. The histogram for vertical polariza-

tion is typical of the resul's usually obtained when the observation interval is much shorter and

tihe slow fluctuations are eliminated. The, fact that the graph for horizontal polarization has a

variable slope. whereas the graph for vertical polarization (loes not, is consistent with the fact

that the slow fluctiiations contain relatively more energy in the horizontal case and that the

spikyness effect is more pronounced in the horizontal case. Additional data on both the first

and second probability density functions of the pulse-to-pulse fluctuations can be found in Kerr.1 4

An illustration of the spikyness effect in the range fluctuation data and its strong dependence

on polarization is shown in Fig. 30(a-b). Trhese spikes were found to be correlated with the oc-

currence of well-defined. steep-crested. ocean waves. Some interesting results on the spiky-

ness phenomenon can also be found in a paper by MacdoIald. 9
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B. Concepts for Interpreting Experimental Data on Sea Clutter

1. Hiandom-Scatterer Concept

One' iuiea frequently used in interpreting the data on the clutter signal is ihat the source of
theII cil Iter v'an be regardled as a t(ollect ion o! a ilarge n1umb.'1 rOf random, si milamr, independient,
uniformly distributed, point scatterers. This is the standard assumption usedl in phenomeinologi-
cal models for dtcscribing targets that arv very complex and which contain n1o doniiinant refiector.
Asidv from greatly simplifying certain vomputations, this a&ssumpt ion lIvads to t he pre-iict iofs

that (a) the' probability density functions are Gaussian; (b) the average' power varies linen ri
with the a rea of illumination; (c) the autocorrelat ion function of t he fluctuatitons 'in range is v'qua I
to the autovorrelat ion function of the transmitted pulse. Toga'tho't with the assutnpt ion of a nairtrow-

band t ransmnitt ed i ignal1. it allows one to treat the cilut ter signal as narrow -hand Gauss ian noise.
This concept will obviously be inappropriate for desc~iribi ng the clutiter when thle Miauar has suf-

ft c ent resolution to resolve thle i rregularitlies on the ocean surface- or when these i rregular it I s
are COrre laft d Over udist ances which are appreciable with respect to the diimens ions of t hi' illu -
mninatedl area. For discuss ions of clut te r signals as onarrow-band Gaussian noise. processes, the
reader is referred to Kerr,1 L awson and Uhienbeck.3 Kelly and L.erner, 3 and MceGinn and
Pi k( *32 For a general background in relevant stat istical theory, thev r,'mlder is referred to

('ram~r, 3 3 Davenport and itoot.34 and Hiendal 3

2. Doppler-Image Concept

A concept which frequently has been used for interpreting the data on pulse -to-pulse fluction-

tion rates (already employed in presenting the data in See. iIl-A) is that the pulse-to-puls~e fre-
quency spectrum of the clutter can be interpreted is tile Doppler Imnage of the velocity spectrum
of the scat terucrs. If u denotes the vvlocity spectrutm of the scat terers. f the( fluctuation rat.'

(it, cyclt's pe'r se-conul) of the, clutter signal, and X the t ransm itt ed wa velength Ii, h fluoctuoation

spect rum UM f is given. ai'!ording to this assumption, by UM f - ulM 4~ . Thew fanct that the spec -
torn of the( fast fluct on tions scales linenrly with t he' transmit ted freiquency itt h IN highter fre -
iqtiincies Would appear to te~nd st rong support to Ih s interpretation for the fast fluctuoat ions att
these fre-quen it's. Il~oweve r. In view or the fact that (a) tit small gr'av.ing angles. the i rtegula ci-

tivs on the ocean surface which backseat tvi most effectIvely Ut one wa velength Lire not likely t iv

constitute the most effective scattererb for other wavelengths,t and Mb different Irregularities
a re likely to travel with diffe rent velocities. I his confirmation of the lDoppler-image interpre -

tat ion must be regardled with considerable skepticism. In general, although the. lDoppler-iniag..
interpretation of the fast fluctuation spectrum may be correct for a wide range, of t ransmittedl

frequencies, one has no right to assume that this sp'ectrum will scale linearly with the trans-
rnittt'd frequency utnless one can show that the important scattering elements at the different
frequencies travel with the same velocity. In this connection, it is important to note that the
I )oppler-image concept has frequently led (along with other cons ide rat ions) to the belief that.
at the higher frequencies, the scattering--mot ions are similar to the orb~ital motions suffered by
a small partiicle of water (see, for example. Ihicks. el iii. ) anid, at the lower frequencies, these

tAt small grazing angles, where no portion of the surface Is normal to the incomIng energy, Irregularities which
are large with rospect to the transmitted wavelength will reflect the en*gy forward. On the other hand, Irregu-
larities which are small with respect to the transmitted wavelength will cause little scattering In any direction.
Thus the Irregularities which will be most effective at small grazing angles (oer Irregularity) will be those whose
size Is of the order of the transmitted wavelength.



motions are similar to the phase. velocities of the ocean waves (see. for example. Ament, et al. 2 8 1.
At ext remely low frequencies (13 to 15 Mcps). the identification of the clutter spectrum with the

phase velocities has received strong vupport from the work of Crombic 3 and Stutt, Fricker.

Ingalls and Stone 3 7 (see diffraction-grating concept in Sec. 1II-13-5.)

3. Int erfe rence Concept

Another c'oncept which frequently has been used to interpret certain aspects of the clutter

data is that flth, rough ocean surfac(' can be regarded as at smooth ocean suir-face with scatterers

elevated above it. Insofar as the return from each scatterer can then be thought of as consist-

ing of a direct and reflected ray as dliscussed in Sec. 1. this concept has proved useful in inter-

preting the results on the average power at small grazing angles, as wvell as the occurrence of

s4pikyness at small grazing angles. Necording to this concept, the variation of a0with a, X.

and p) is inte rpr-t-ed in term.- of 'he variation of the inte rference pattern with these variables.

and flit- variation of ay with r is interpreted lin terms of the height distribution of the scatt i'rers.

Thus, for- example. assuming that the polarization is horiz.ontal (so that the r'eflect ion coefficient

I' - 0). the crit iva1 anugle a tbelow which (r0 falls off rapidly with decreasing a is interpreted

-is thet angle at which thel botltom lobe in fihe inte rference pattern becomnes too far removeci from

he- surrft('t to bet averaged out by the height (list ribut ion of the scatte rers. The fact that cy
increases withi X then follows (lirect-ty from thle ract that the height of flthe bottom lobe increases

with x. The differences between horizontal and vertical polarization are interpreted in terms

of thle differences in the interference patterns implied by flthe diffe rences in the reflect ion co-

efficient s for the two polairizat ions. In gene ral, the reit urn an vertical pola rizat ion tends to be

stronger because thle phase ing of the reflection coefficient is such that more energy exists at

points close to the surface. As A decreases or thle iscat tere rs are raised higher above flthe Bill--

face (corresponding to an increase in sea roughness), more of the mt erfereneeet pat tern tends to

be averta ged ouit and its value at pointls close to lthe surface becomes less crucial. Fl'o Very

small A or- very rough se.&s, the phase oif flthe interference paltutrn (determni ed by the phase of

1he r-eflect ion coeffIvient) lifweomeH irrelevant and (YO dep''nds only on the a verage field st rengthI

((elet'r-m mcdi by thle magnilutde of flthe reflect-ion coeflicienti). Finally, the hpikYnt'ss effect which

oc~cut's at sinaI I gra zilig atngles (where the a rea of illumination is actually flthe largest) is e'X-

plained by the fact that when the bottom lobe is sufficiently far removed from flthe sut-face-, only

those scatterers with exceptional height will be illuminated.'t

lIt Goldstein's original discussion t4of p)osmiblc theories for explaining the behavior of fro,

he considered the inte rference concept only in connect ion with the asstumpt ion that the seat tering

elements were droplets of water actually sepa rated from the water suvr'ace. Trhis theory (the

so-called "droplet theory") proved u~seful for explaining the pola rizat ion and grazing angle de-

pendlence of a0 . !)ut failed when fthe frequency dependence was c'onsideredI unless it was asstumed

that flthe drops were comparable in size to flthe transmnitted wa vvlengt h. (Goldstein also pointed

out that the polarization dependence was grealt. st In calm wealther when the drops we*re least

likely to occur.) lIn the( opinion of many workeris in liiis field, it is possible to ret ain t he forwardI-

scattering postulate without assuming that the scattering elements are drops. There is tid) reas~on

tTo the extent that the reduction in sea clutter achieved by using horizontal polarization and large Xt can be ex-
plained by the Interference concept, these clutter-rejection techniques should be regarded as special cases of the
ETI concept discussed In Sec. ll-D. According tc, the Interference concept, these techniques are effective in re-
jecting the clutter because they null-out targets t very small altitudes.



to believe that forward scattering does not play an important tole even when Ohe scattering ele-
ments are irregularities on the surface itself'. A more Serious problem, perhaps, indepezuk'rit

of th~e scatterers' identity, is the assumption that the forward-scat'ered energy ( an be rvpresenmec

Iin the same way as for a surface which is smooth. This is obviously an extremely artificial as-

sumption and, at best, represents only a very crude approximation. (Iin defense of this approxi-

mation. however, it should be noted that in most of the models which constitute surious attempts

at constructing real physical theories, the question of multiple refiect~ons is ignored entirely.)

In order to illustrate the application of this concept to the experimental data. assume thait

(a) the scatterers are statistically independevt and statisticailly identical; (b the scatterers are

dist ributed uniformly over the illuminated area with a density In; (( ) the earth-mrodificat ion fa( -

tor l. and the cross section (I of a single scatterer are Independent. D~enoting the erts(mble

averag#e by a bar and making use of E'q. (9) for E:, one c-an show that

aoao (46)

where

1a' 11 4 K

1~ 4K + 41KlI + Z2He [K cxp(-Ziwý.) 4 ZK( 10)tl xp-~)

Assuming fur he rmort. thiat ((I) K aind a (-'an bel. approximated by K F and -A _ýa ! (if being

Ihe heiplit of lthe s(-ittcrer)t. one cain rewrite the equatlion for 1 1:: ats

F1= + I ri 4 + 41 r'I + 2Re IIr exp( -4ist ) + 21'(1 + I'; , exp( -2i_1 (T

whv'rf- - ;a li/c Zwc Ii and the averaging operation app) ivs to fthe variable )If .Assume tto%%

that t he se, of Probaibi ut y density functions { p,( II)), o n If cor' respond Infg to the svt of Sea conit-

(lit ions t is a ole -pa ra niwtr farin IiY in which C'ach memiber p. is (h c'r minled by t Ihv Inuc'a iatt .aj

If. and t hc highe'r. order moments 11 ace relat id to If by equations of the form if Bi I ith

B 1 indep- dell of r . 'ih~nI E'! will depend onl A. ni. and t only insofa r 1.-, t hey delv il i'mlilt' Oiln

prvduc' Zahi/ A.~ 'his depe'ndenc'e can be described expl ~witly by expandling exp( *lI) 1 and

'xp (- 2i) in power' ser'ies. averaging each teI'rm withI respect to 11. a ind then retplacifIg cIJ b.N

B T-11. Assum.-ing that 7 is small ail(i that the scat terzer's are close' to t lie Sul lot.. %eIlth ri'spvc
n

to variat ions in thie inierfvrence pzAtti-rn. one can approximlate !,1! by t he ftirm fi'wt Imso

this Si'riie's Going to the othier' ext relite and assuming tnat 4 is liargti .nd that 'lthe sclot Ict

helights 'ove'r a number of' !ob's. one obtains Ej 1'i '4 1* Assuniming thaiit I' I

(lhorizonwaI pohirti'tationti. -)net hats

tNote thor the var'iable T ;s nothing n~are titan th~e classical Rayleigh roughness paramester often used for decid-
ing whethar or not a surface is "rough."



Ii 6. + Cos44" -;CosZ4, (48)

1E1 2  6 when T is large

I EI12 16 B 44 when 4 is small

-(I + 4Z) (I + 16•Z)

when p,01) __exp(-I 011l•• (49)

2 [3 - 4 exp(-?2 + exp(_4rZ)J

when p(ll) z 2, exp 0 I1 (50)

Returning to a general r for use in vertical polarization and assuming that pt4lI - (1/IR) exp(-Vi/).

0 •<1 < , one obtains

ZJ(cos'(pr - 4& sinZPr)

IE12 z i + Irl 4 + 41r12  r z 2i'I z r 4s2
I + 16Z2

41ri(i + i'[1) (cos ~0 r + 24 sin 0 r)
4 + 4TZ (St)

If attention is restricted to horizontal polarization and the variation of a° with A. a, and r is

ignored, these results imply that 0 is a function of 4Z 2riaf/k. For small 4_. one obtains

0r° cc ý4. For large Z*. one has a 0 cc T r. These results are substantially consistent with the

data except for (a) the behavior of c° above the critical angle a 2 and (b) the behavior of %% iIh

A and t above the critical angle a before "saturation." In addition to these two major dis-

crepancies. the first of which is important only if one is interested- in grazing angles i > 20*.

one should also note that (c) whereas these results predict that a o (A/W)n. n 1. the data

indicate that n may be anywhere between 0 and 1, and (d) whereas these results predict that

aro n, n = 0. for al > a 1. the data indicate that n may be anywhere between 0 and 2. In gen-

eral, there are two attitudes which one may assume toward these discrepancies: one can con-

elude that these results are inappropriate or one can regard these discrepancies as constituting

data on ar. On the whole, those who have been concerned with this concept have assumed ti it

the discrepancies constitute data on ao.t

In the discussion of the experimental data. a 0(a) for a < a 2 was characterized by the plateau

level a and the critical angle a V" An equivalent characterization can be effecled in terms of

the interference concept by use of the parameters a° and II. In general. the most effective way

of characterizing a o0((a) curve in terms of these parameters is to overlay the I 1; curve and
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to evaluate a n 1by sliding the I E,! 7- curve along the abscissa and ordinate until one obtains

a2 nest fit. *rhe resulth of applying this pro-.:edure jusing Eq. (5:0)i io Hit: ..-14W Lsa Pg. to" are shown

on Fig. 18 by thle smooth curves. (These fits are better than averag,.) Similar fits fusing Eq. (49)]

were obtained by Goldstein. 14A slightly different technique, but one which constitutes an essen-
tially equivalent test of the interference mechanism, has been employed by Katzin.2 3 The values of

a' an obtained from the fits shown in Fig. 18 are given by TI(X 70 cm) - .9ft 1A 0m

2.4 ft, cao(O = 70 cm) =- 52 db, and cr,'.ý 10 cm) =- 44 db. Inasmuch as t'El- 6 for large ~,one
finds that a' is related to a~ by a, = a0 /6. The relation of H- to a I will depend on the precise

0 0 ' -

definitinn of a 1. Defining the normalized critical angle ý, in the I E1 curve by 0.5. one ob-

tains a A 0.0bX/i (corresponding in Fig. A.8 to log ca11-- 1.4 for the 70-cm curý e and loga ~= -1.9

for the 10-cm curve). 'An general, in the writer's experience, the values of 1-1 obtained from
this fitting pro':ess are related to the reported wave height fl by the inequality 0.2 ,. 11/1i < 2.

Inasmuch as the observed exponents ir. the relations a, \ and a, - (I ,41)n ar-e sometimes
less than unity, Ht will sometimes exhibit a small dependence on A. increasing with an increase

in A. and thle varlat to of Hf with Ai will sornoltimes be less than linear . Accoraing to the model.

one would expect, that, in general, P1 would he correlated with the distribution of the heights of

the large waves and the characteristics of the macrostructure, whereas a' would be corre'lated(

with the statv of the fine structure super~impo~sed ott these waves and with the moment:'r' local

wind conditions.

'rh(. theoretical curve in Fig 22. originally computed by Goldslein. is obtained f'om the

above medel by assuming that a' is independent of polarization and computing the ratio aN"
00

ej(1(hh) = I Fvv):2/E'E(hh)I14a s a function of H [us ing 141a (5 1) 1. Cons ide r ing t he seat te r In t he

data, the fit is re~asonably good. Although the values of HI required to fit these data appear un-

reasonably small in comparison to thv values of fi obtained f-om the criicai angle data, it

should be noted thiat all values of the Rhteoretical polarization ratio are approximately the same

lot ill ). 0.5 ft. Unfortunately, if one attempts to make the. same sOrt of Comparison using
Macdonald's data, the results anzý not nearly sCo satisfN'inR. Specifically, one finds that t ie val-

ues of RI required to fit the polarization ratio data (a) increase with a decrease in grazing angle.

1b) increase with an increase in wavelength. -id. (c) are, wihout question, considerably smaller

than those required to fit the critical angle data on horizontal Cr vertical ;polarization taKen alone.
(The increase of 11 with X obtained from teeda pars to occur at approximaiely the same

rate as the increase of fiI with A obtained from the critical angle da*ia.) The problem implied by

the -c'elative smallness of AI and the increase of R with -a decrease in grazing angle van be re-

stated as follows: if the values of a 0 above the critical angle a4 are the result uf the scitterers

being distributed over a whole lobe of the interferenve pattern so that the interference effect -is

averaged out. then why -are the resuima' on vertical Polarization still greater than the results on

horizontal polarization when tte grazing angle i's larger than the critical angles for both polari-

zatioens? If there is any difference at all bietween the twe tpoL, rizat ions above the critical angler.

the results on vertical polarizntion should be smaller. As far as the writer knows, these I.lmi-

tations in the interferenice concept for explaining the polarizationi-ratio data were first pointed

out by Macdonald.

One further point concerning thle interfurence concept involves its relation to tue pulse-to-

pul~se fluctuation data. According ta the interference assumption, one component in these fluctu-

ations should arise from the Doppler beats bviween the direct and indirect rays. Inasmuch ias
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the rates of these beats will be pro•nnrtinnal to a . ra shoul,-'-"' be slow or sma 01 and

increase as a increases. Also, to the extent that the identity of the scatterers is independent
opi frequency, one wouid expect these rates to scale linearly with frequency. The results by

Boring. et al.!' which indicate that the width of the slow fluctuatior component is independent
of frequency at small grazing angles implies that this source of fluctuations is relatively un-

impol Zant.

4. Facet Concept

In the three concepts mentioned above, no attention was paid to the problem of specifying
the detailed reflective properties of the scatterers. Thus. the above concepts are, at best,

only capable of providing a framework for interpreting the data. Some work on 00 which takes
account of the interference concept and goes on to consider a specific model for the scattering
elements themselves is contained in the work of Katzin. Assuming that the ocean can be re-

garded as a collection of flat plates (or "facets") of varying izes and slopes, Katzin draws the
following conclusions. At small grazing angles, where nont f the facets are normal to the

incoming wave, the facets which backscatter most effectively a. e those having a perimeter of
about X/2 and the backscattering of a facet increases about as the square of its slope (thus mak-
ing the wave crests of special importance). At large grazing angles, the facets which back-
scatter most effectively are those which are normal to the incoming wave and which are large.

the angular variation of a. being determined primarily by the slope distribution of the facets.
When the grazing angle is small, a& is proportional to wind speed, but when the grazing angle!0

is large, u° is inversely proportional to wind speed. At small grazing angles. the frequency
dependence of a' is determined by the size distribution of the facets. As far as the writer knows.
Katzin has examined the implications of this model only for the average power in the clutter sig-

nal. Some results relating the facet concept to irregularities actually occurring on water sur-
faces can be found in the papers by Schooley.38

5. Diffraction-Grating Concept

One further concept, based on the Doppler-image rnotion, which has proved extremely useful

for interpreting the frequency shift in the coherent clutter spectrum at extremely low frequencies
(13 to Z5 Mcps) is the diffraction-grating concept first applied by Crombie36 and later applied
by Stutt. et al.37 Assuming that the wave trains which will contribute most strongly to the clut-
ter signal are those which are traveling toward or away from the radar and have a spacing 1.
equal to one-half the electromagnetic wavelength X, they have been able to predict the Doppler

shift in the returned signal to a high degree of precision by use of the classical hydrodynamic
formula v = (gL/Zs) j/2 relating the velocity v of a gravity wave to its wavelength 1. (g being

the acceleration due to gravity). According to this model, the Doppler beat frequency between

the tranemitted and received signals is given by f = Zv/% = (g/wr)J/Z. More recently, Ranzi 39

iias shown that this concept is applicable to frequencies as high as 415 Mcps, but as one would
expect, Is not applicable at a frequency of 6800 Mops.

C. Frzwaid 3cattering from thM Oean

According to the previous discussions the radar du'•igner needs to concern himself with the

effects of surfact roughness on forward scattering for two reasons: (t) in order to be able to
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incorporate these effects into tne earth-modific t .oa fv::twr r needed for describing the signal

returned from a target, and (2) in order tn ho abhl fn in s,%•te f" . .-- cts IM8.. var..io..

models used for describing the clutter signal (such am the "interference concept" described in

Sec. I11-B-3). Inasmuch as the height of a clutter backscatterer above the mean surface is or-

ders of magnitude smaller than the height of an elevated aircraft target, the effects in the twc

cases may be radically different. Unfortunately, to the writer's knowledge, there are no data

available which can be used with confidence in the clutter models. Aside from the usual dif-

ficulties encountered in scattering experiments, in this case one is faced with the additional

problem of having ta explore the scattered field at heights above the surface which are of the

same order of magnitude as the heights of the irregularities themselves.

As far as the effects of surface roughness on the target signal are concerned, although a

certain amount of relevant data exists, much of it suffers from the same sorts of inadequacies

aos one finds in the clutter data (e.g.. inadequate specification of the sea surface). In addition,

since most of the forward-scattering experiments employ only one-way propagation, to the ex-

tent that one is concerned with the radar problem and not the communicatioa problem, one is

faced with the further difficulty of having to convert the statistics of the one-way signal to those

of the two-way signal. Although, theoretically, all the information which is needed for describ-

ing the two-way signal can be obtained from the statistics of the one-way signal, in actual prac-

tice, the amount of information available on the one-way signal is often insufficient for this pur-

pose. For example, even if one assumes that the polarization of the antenna is pure-horizontal

or pure-vertical, sirce the slope of the ocean surface is variable, in order to obtain sufficient

information through a one-way experiment to describe the two-way signal, one will have to take

data on all four polarization conbinations hh, vv, hv, and vh.t In addition to this need for in-

creased polarization information, one is also faced with a need for increased statistical informa-

tion in the form of higher order moments. For example, in order to obtain the average value of

the target signal, since the II path involves two reflections, data are required on the average

value of the square of the reflection coefficient as well as on the average value of the reflection

coefficient itself,

Aside from the problems encountered in trying to determine the two-way signal from the

results of one-way experiments, the forward-scattering situation differs from the clutter situa-

tion in that, whereas the clutter problem can be treated as a random nolue problem [see the

"random-scatterer concept* (Sec. IIU-B-t)l, the forward-scattering problem must be treated as

a signal-plus -noise problem. Thus, in the forward-scattering case. the statistics tend to be-

come more Loomplicated.

Until the last few years, the asual means for describing the effects of roughness on the

forward-scattered energy was to assume that this roughness could be accounted for by replac-

ing the smooth surface reflection coefficient r by an "effective reflection coefficient" P and

evaluating I P I by measuring the amplitude of adjacent maxima and minima in the interference

pattern. Defining K by K = R mrsr (I)gt(I)/(R + A)gr(D)gt(D), and k by k = (r/r}K, one -an

tC I. lewd, Ine privte ommunicaon to the witor, ho pointed out " on expedmein by the U~nwistay of
Tom et X-bnd slioe the cimu-ponelwld o- tpen tto be down fm *h sImflly eligned €ouyenew by
morn then 20 &. If this tmlt Is veild 1w oll frequencles end oil so cwdltlons, tien one can pmbdyly InOg
the Cmu-polerlned owpon.
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evaluate rfro~m Mepnntirpmpnis~s ad thona - peav rnsifthales'ano#,.~

exp (-iw4/c) by the equations ! II = max - 19 1 min)( 1'1inax + I I min)and J i IJ IR /I KI.

The results obtained in this manner show the following characteristics. For' very smooth seas,
the results on both horizontal and vertical polarization follow the emooth surface theory te

within experimental error'. As the sea bec.nmes rougher, however, whereas the results on
vertical polarization still cluster around the theoretical curve for a smoth surfact. a.nd evidence
only a mild dcgree of scatter, the results on horizontal polarization &all below the theOretical
curve (i.e., below unity) and exhibit a high degree of scatter'. A typical result il!ustrating these
characteristics is shown in Fig. 31(a-b). For a summar-y of this evrlier work, the reader Is re-
ferred to Kerr.14 Results similar to those shown in Fig. 31 have been obtoined more recently by
Macdonald for a wavelength of 24 cm (unpublished datu).

In the last few years, substantiai advancus have been madie in this field through the efforts
of the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) at Johns Hopkins University ard the Electrizal Engineer-

ing Research Laboratory (EERL) at the University of Texar.. This work has been well summa-
rized by Beard40 and will be discissed here only briefly.

Let

YD = complex modulation of signal received alontg direct path
YI = complex modulation of ferward-scattered signal

Y Y +Y = toval received signal

Y, = average value of Y,

Z22 = I Yj -i171 = power in the fluctuations
S= root-mean-square wave height

# = grazing angle

X = transmitted wavelength.

The model used by APL and EERL for processing their data assum.es thal the components of the
fluctuating signal Y, - V, are statistically independent random variables with Gaussian density

functions of mean zero and variance a . (In other words, the statistics of tho forward-scattered

signal ar. assumed to be equivalent to those which would arise if one took the backscattered sig-
nal as described by the random-scatter concept mentioned in Sec. MI-R-1 a-.-r added a sine wave.)
The steady signal YI is referred to as the coherent component and the fluctuating signal YI - I

(assumed, like the clutter signal, to arise from a large number of independent random scatterers)

is referred to as the incoherent component.

The results obtained on the normalized coherent and incohereni term JY~ /j'rDI mad v/

I YDr I are shown in Figs. 32 and 33, respectively. These graphs conta•n data for both horixontal
and vertical polarization and for wavelengths of 5.3. 3.Z and 0.9cm. Some of these date were

obtained by measuring the total field YT and extracting informatio on YI through the use of the
maxima and minima in the interference pattern, and some by mcasuring the forwsar- reeatered
field YI directly through the use of antenna patterns with a 1high degree of ve•rtical resolution.

The distance between the transmitting and receiving antennas was 54•5 ft and the range of values
of iR encountered (obtained from step-gauge recordings) was 0. 1Z to 0.73 ft. The cure in Fig. 3Z

is the "classical" coherent theoretical curve

y a exp(-Su702f*/A 2 )

This curve is based an the assumption of a Gaussian distribution for the height .f the water surface



and has been derived by many writers (some of whom are referred to in the paper by BeckmannS).
It takes account merely of the phase differences in the indirect rays caused by variations in the
height of the surface. (The more general results which have been obtained frequently include
this rault as a multiplicative factor.) Assuming that the data on the coherent term are obtained
from a total field measurement, one sees that these data differ from thode shown in Fig. 31 as
follows: whereas in Fig. 31 the t:-!a were obtained by measuring IYD + YI'max and IYD + Y1Imin'
the data in Fig. 32 were obtained by measuring IYD + and IY + Apparently,

D max nD I+ min'Aprety
when the procesaing iii done according to the latter procedure, the difference in the effects of

roughness on the two polarizations tends to disappear.

One should also note the approximate equivalence of the following three angles: (1) the
angle at which the theoretical coherent curve begins to fall below the coherent data; (2) the an-
gle at which the experimental incoherent curve rf.aches its mr:ximum; (3) the critical angle a,
in the backacattering cross-section data (see Sees. I11-A and -B). The equivalence of the first
two angles led Board to suggest that a common mechanism was responsible for the changes in
behavior which occur at this angle in both the coherent and incoherent terms of the forward-
scattered energy and that multiple reflections might be important. The equivalence of both these
angles with the criticial angle a4 in the backscattering data, and the success of the ýnterference
concept in explaining this critical angle, lend strong support to this statement. Assuming that
the independent-random--scatterer model is correct for both the incoherent forward--scattered
energy and tho backicattered energy (all of which is incoherent), one sees that the only difference

between them should result from the angular variation in the power cross section of an individual
scatterer. If one assumec that the interference concept can be applied to the incoherent forward-
scattered energy in the same manner as it has been applied to the backscattered energy (i.e.,
assume the incoherent forward-scattered energy arises from a configuration consisting of ran-
dom scatterers elevated above a smooth reflecting surface), then the data on the incoherent

forward--scattered energy can be processed (after appropriate normalization) in exactly the
same way as the data on the backscattered energy. The differences in the power cross section
of an individual scatterer in the forward and backward directions will result in differences in
the value of a'.

One very surprising result ottained on the incoherent forward-scattered energy is that this
energy, like the coherent energy, appears to come mainly from the first Fresnel zone. Inas-
much as the Fresnel zones are defined in terms of phase differences and the incoherent energy
results form a random phase addition, this result constitutes a remarkable coincidence.

In addition to the data on IVI and YI -V 1 12, this project also obtained considerable data

on the power spectrum of the fluctuations in IYTI - IYD + Y, I. Two important resnllts obtained
on this spectrum were (i) the spectrum was independent of polarization and (M) the spectrum was
very closely correlated with the spectrum of the ocean waves.

For further details on this work, the reader is referred to the paper by Beard and to the
references cited in his paper.

IV. 8PRERICAL-EARTN FORMULAN

In predicting or evaluating the performance of airborne radars, one is frequently faced with
a problem in which the earth's curvature ;a a significant fact that cannot be ignored without in-
troducing serious errors. It has often been assumed that just because the altitudes of ths radar
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and target are small with respect to the raoiu3 of the erth, this curvature is of minor impor-

tance and need not be considered. Actually, of course, no matter how small the altitudes are,

there will always be a horizon, aed the curvature will always be important in regions near that

horizon.

A. Functions to be Computed

Assume that 4he energy scattered forward to the tatrget can be represented by a single in-

direct ray reflected at the point of specl'dar reflection. Let the variables hi. h2 , R, Mi, M2 ,

d1 . d2 , ri, r., h,, hj. 01. 02- y. v', 6. 0, at, 0i, anti;e be defined as in Fig. 34, and let

A M M 2 - R, r = rI + r 2. d = d1 + C2, 0 = 0  + Oz, modified earth's radius, P -- diver-

gerce. A ý area of illumination, and Ho = horiz'n range. Assume also that the locations of the

radar antenna and target are constrained to a fixed vertical plane and that their orientations are

fixed. The variables which need to be evaluated in order to describe the total received signal

are then R. A, g,. yl, PZ, -2 . #. P, ! . S, a, A, and Ho. The first eight are needed in order to

describe the target signal, the next three :n order to describe the clutter signal, and the last in

order to determine the range at which the geometric situation becomes degenerate The two

ve-tical-olaie coordinate sys:enig which ar• most frequently used for specifying the relative

locations of the radar. target. and earth, anG which serve as independen. variab!es for this

evaluation.. Prc (i'l' h2 . d) or •h,, ht, R). Mnasmuch as R and d art, related by the relatively

simple (a ' exact) formula

H 2 h )+ h (a +h)- 2 -Z. 4 h)(a +h 2 ,cos I1) (52)

wthich of ibese coordinate systems is actually used for this purpose is of little importance. In

Fig. 34. Spherical-4arth pammtrns.
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addition to these functions, all of which are required in order to describe the received signal in

terms of the relative locations of the radar, target, and earth, one may also need to evaluate

certain functions in order to describe the location of a target in terms of the received signal.

Two functions of potential interest in this category are the height-finding functions h2 (ht, Y1, R)

and h2 (hi, A, H).

B. Functions R0 (hl, h2 ), 6(hl, R), c(h 1 s, R), ^ i(h1 , h2 , R), and A(h, R)

The exact equations for these functions are a.• follows:

"Ro(hit hh (2 hA + h}/2 + (2.h, + hZ)1/z (53)

k(ht,) Chip R) + ZR(.a + h (54)

rh - R 2 h1

r ' 2 jZ

+ [Zlh- hi) .+ h2 - h + (-I)R
Yi(hi hzR 1-)i+ = 1 2H + h)

A(h 1 * ) =Cos - 2s + h + (57)

In this last equation, e denotes the horizontal beamwidth of tle antenna in the direction of the

clutter, c denotes the velocity of light, and T denotes the transmitted pulselength. This equa-

tion assumes that A is defined by the pulselength rather than the vertical beamwidth and that

the illuminated region consists of a section of a lune. The first factor is the projection of 0 on

"k the surface of the earth.
For many purposes, Eqs. (53) to (57) can be replaced by the following approximations:

Ho(hi, h2 1 (2Zahi)/Z + (Z.h•Z)ih small (581

8 1h,R) = hi + -l hi/ . , h/1 small (59)

8i (h ) t + 2. h4''

a lhiR) = V 2 - h/u, ht//R small (60)

(h 1 h 1 R) 1 i+ .h 1 Z r hi R
hi/. [ 2-h j ! h2 -h2 1;/RZ small (61)

A(his P)l 10 ST see4 h I., R/., cT/4R, $, a small . {62)

g1
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C. Functions A(h1, h2 , R), 0(hlh 2, R), pi(h,h, IR), and 5)(h 1,h 2 ,R)

These functions, all of which involve the indir'ect rzy to the target, are much more difficult

to compute than those considered in Sec. IV-B. A numbe- of approaches to these functions will
be considered.

1. Exact Equations

Letting B I + hi and C1  (.? 2 sin2 -p + shi + h 2 one can derive the following exact
equat ion s:

di = ei d =ae (63)

hl =( +hi) cos0i- a (64)

ri = ( + hi) sin G1  (65)

M = (r: + h,-)/2 (66)

S=2 + (h' + h2)ZI1/Z - rz + (h1 - h•}) 1z (67)

= an (itan an' (h(!+h (68)
ir

Pi = ei+ 0 (69)

)1((a + h1 ) (, + hz) sine [ + ?.MIM 2  7
.= (M•" + M2 )Cos -0 A(M 1 + MZ) sinF €.70)

4BB2 Bc0s4 i-(4BIB2+ 4B 4 B2 cnaO) cUs3 014+ (H + Bz + 2B 1 BB cosO

-4B2B 2 ) cos2 9 + (4B Bz 2 coszO + 2BB 2 sin 1e + 4b 2 B Cose)"'os G
121 121 2 1 2 oe

+ (B 2B,2 sin8 - Cos 2 0 - Bz - 2BB 2 Coso) z 0 (71)
1 2 2 1 1/

Bc Z sin 2 0+ B 1 Coo0o -1) fB 2 (13 + I-2•B case),-B sin•: 1/

02 C03- 1  1 1 1 1 2 11 1 1(Z
B (B? + I-- 2B 1 Cos )

M i -- i - sin t 175)

i n -- . (74)

F= (Mz +iM + 2M IAM cosZO) 1/ (75)

hlr 
(76)

t (nh)- + h9)(. + h6
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Equations (02) and (63) to (71) are sufficlent to compute A. *, and 1) to any desi.-ed a( curacy.

Starting with h1 . 2 , and R, one n, ust solve (52) for d, d .0 for 0, (71) for e1 , = O + 02
for 0., (64) to (66) for hl ri, and MP, r = r + r 2 for r, and finaally, (67) to (70) for A0, *i,

arad R. in general. this procedure will be very laborious since (71) is a quartic in crs0 04 A

much simpler procedure which can be usec: if one does not need to evaluate A it -" j.nd 0

a specific point (ht, h2 , R) but only to plot a curve of these functior'8 for. variable (hi, h2 , R), is

to start off by choosing (h,, h2 ,aOf). compute 02 by (72), 9 by 0 O= + 02. d by d = .O, R by

(52), and then continue as before. A zecond such method, based on the parameter 0, is to be-

gin by choosing JhV, 112a ). compute MiV OP° and R by (73) to (75), A Iy A = M +, d by

(52), 0 by d G., and T by (70).

2. Approximations Based on Cv:'ic in d

Assuming that hi,, di/., and hj/di are small, one can replace Eqs. (5Z), (64) t,. M68), and

(70) to (72) by

R = d (77)

d. 2
hi=h - 1 (78)I 1 2.0

r.i di (79)

Mi = di (80)

2h~h2 /d\
hhh/ dh (81)

1812 h.tan hi d'

S= t I + h2  (82)
ta i d 2.(d 1 d

=I + - (83)

2d3 - 3dd2 + (d - Zh -d h)di+2.hid=0 (84)

d1 Z1  1 [d - Z.h1  d 11/2Zh
d 12= 2-, + + 2 .hz - (85)

2 za 4d h

If h )k h?, Eq. (84) has the solution

1 +
d- = -p cos(•--- ) (86)

where

p 1/ [A (h + h) +
3 /
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in the remaining discussion, whenever an equation based on (84) is considered. it will be as-
sumed that h, ;ý h,. When h, < h... the appropriate equat inna esk ho ~4.,4--t- I.s. Ia5Ie4&I

I and 2.
These approximations are essentially the same as those used at the Radiation Laboratory,

and a considerable amount of w~ork has been done with them by many people. (See, for example.

Fishback in Kerr 1 4 and, also, Burrows and Attwood 1l) Not only have a number of transfornvi-

tions been found which normalize the variables in such a way that the e'rnottnt of computing in
considerably reduced. but much of this computing has already been done and Is available in

graphical form. For example, Burrows and Attwood have us.J the transformation

b =(d t -d d)/(d 1 4 d 2) (811)

c = (hi - h2 )/(hi + h 2) (88)

m a d2/4.(hi + h 2) (89)

to transform (84) into the simple cubic

c =b + bm(I -b 2) (90)

and have plotted a graph relating b. m. and c (see Fig. 35). The curved contour on the right
side of this graph is determined by the horizon and represents the intersection of c =b +

bni(i - b 2) and c =2mb. In order to compute A. *, 8 . and T , one now need only to compute
m and c by Eqs. (88) and (89), obtain b from Fig. (35), obtain d , and d. by Eq. 1,87J and d =

dI 'd., obtain A, #, and 1) by (81), (82), and (83), and obtain Pi by di ae i and (69). All these
operations can be performed quite rapidly. Burrows and Attwood have also use~d the transforma-

tion

d h 1 (2. hi) 1/ 2

and have plotted graphs of s(u, v), N~u. v), and 9) (u, v). Fishback, on the other hand, has used

the transformation

T (h ) sZ d, s= d1 92

Letting

J(ST)= (1S ) (I1S (92)

1

K(S. T)=T (3

one can rewrite Eqs. (81), (U2), and (83) asI
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2h h2(94)A --- V JjS, T) (4

....- 1 [hi + hZ | ....

= IA * (96)
Z) (I~+ T)It 4

Graphs of J(S, T), K(S. T). and VS. T) are available both in KerrH4 and in Fishback.

3. Approximations for Small hz/hI

Another set of approximations to A. #, 0, iokd T which is of use when considering targets

very close to the surface is the following. Assume that hiA.. di/., hi/di. and h?/hi are small.

Then

Ova =1lz (97)

hi (I+ It -a (98)

dz -as + (agi. + Z2h// (99)

A = Za (h 2 - (100)

Zd+ 2  /2101)

In the event that hz << a24 then d2 reduces to d3  h./a. and A and 9 can be approximated

by A = Zah 2 and T = 1.

4. Series Expansion of h, in r/.

One further method for approximating these '-,tnctions is based on the expownon of hi in the

variable r/-:

n=O

Assuming hi/- is small, replacing cosoi by (i + tsn 2 a e I/Z in t64). expandingtt + tan?- 9 "0/z

in a power series in tan 2a0. and applying (76) to eliminate tan ioone is load to the expression

h•=h -•) (-E) + 49 ,04 .. 2(O)

Replacing h' on both sides of this expression by the above seriss and c-imputing the first five

coefficients a oi e omtain* the approximation

6?
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I
J - r+ +h: .h,(h, + Ji)I h~rI 4 13

+U(h~ a h a

The closer one comes to the horison, the more terms that will be needed for a given degree of

accuracy. The corresponding approximatlons to tan * and coe Ol (using (64) and (68)1 are given

by

r2 a a 24
cas I- hi r (h i + h i) z - hi~~ (h i+ )Jh r (4

t i•- I + a4 - ab + h1 (05)tan#a h + hi- I.• +,i bi r0,)hj-b-

r Z, (h +., + 2 (h..+h.)..

If (h + hP/r•• smallso that (67) can be replaced by A Zh•h•/r, A can be writte

2hih2  a h h (hr40)

rz 1- + &r 2.'(h + , 4.'(h + h Jo

Expressions for other variables can be derived similarly.

S. Approximations for Small#

Using Eqs. (7So). (75), and A - M 1 + M -R. and assuming that * and I(CI-Cz) tan*I/(Ct+

C - a sin#) are small, one can approximate R and A by

R - C1 + C - 2-4# (107)

A z (R#Z/Z) 1t -(C 1 -C//R 2  . (106)

If, in addition, h1/'. and *2 ./h 1 are small, then

R : (2.h)11/2 + (Z.h 2 t/;z - 2.* + (o .Z/2) [IPoh tr/ + l(24haz)7'/] (109)

R ((2 ~1Z A 24 (Z.V/z -~R? I 'S f 0~/2 -(a. 1/,I= it• f- oi

Equations (107) and (108) are accurate over a wide range oa Interest. Equatiomn (109) and (110)

are ot use only In regions extremely close to the horizon.

Dm.Fctios %(h.,vR) . b(h1, A.R)

1. h2(hj. y'. RI

The exact equation for this function Is given by

hz a -o+ (to + ha Ra + ZRI, + ht sibylt/ .

If hi/., hi/R and (RZ + Z (hi + R sinyt)l/- are small, then

h 2 x h I + R sinyt + RZ/Z. (112)
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2. h,(h.. A. R)
Re(errina to thp trznRfnrm'qtinn 1 and del fl"r j ' f' q, -k q, - ih7 _ / - C - C,//. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . - - - ;, . . . . . . . . .

(1 + T). Thus, N = T J(S, T) = AdiZh can be regarded as a function of S' and T. Since hV,
A, and d determine N and S', the problem of determining h2 (hilA, R) is equivalent to solving
N(S', T) for T. A graphical solution of N(S', T) is available in Fishback4 2

Anolher method for determining h (h, A, R) has been aerived by McCracken. Substituting

hz = 2 a o-n into (106) and evaluating the coefficients an. one obtains the approximation
n=O n

h -A 11 +hr- r(13
h2 h~ 1 2 h rA 4 i31. Zh4 4a 4(h 1 4i-6

For a more comprehensive discussion of spherical-earth formulas, the reader is referred
to the report by Durlach, et al.44 This report contains additional exact equations, additional
approximations, detailed graphital comparisons of the approximations with the exact equations,
and finally, a large number of graphs computed by use of the exact equations.
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